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FULLY-GROWN INVISIBLE
MODULAR GREEN ROOF SYSTEM

“The Hybrid System”
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Who We Are
We are green roof innovators, focused on optimizing every aspect of the green roof. We are a network of
21 industry leading green roof growers with a collective 500+ years of horticultural experience.
We are local; in key markets across North America with specialization in regional plant materials, soils,
water, and climate.

What We Believe
We believe that to do green roofs right, we must provide the greatest long term owner value (not
necessarily the cheapest acquisition price). To us this means ease of maintenance, greatest beauty, longest
lifespan, and lowest life cycle cost.
We believe in teamwork and timely open/honest communication.
We believe in win-win scenarios, fairness, and ethical business practices.
We believe in efficiency, consistency, and great service.
We believe in doing what is right.

What We Do
We strive to improve the world by restoring the balance between green spaces and hard spaces.
We respect life; the environment; water, air, plants. animals, humanity.

How We Do It
We test and develop systems and soils, and develop and cultivate only the best plants for green roofs in
our respective climates, and grow them in a healthy environmentally responsible manner.
We grow in the unique and proven LiveRoof system.

What's New?
In this design guide we introduce the all new LiveRoof RoofEdge integrated edging components. RoofEdge
now seamlessly transitions from one soil profile to another and is even more attractive than its predecessor.
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Natural Function
LiveRoof is a unique modular system that unites the soil across a monolithic continuum. This
allows for equal distribution of moisture, fertility, and beneficial organisms, and is the key to long
term function of the green roof system.

Natural Beauty
LiveRoof is subterranean allowing for a naturally beautiful meadow-like aesthetic. There is no
unsightly gridwork of plastic edges.
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Knowledgeable
The LiveRoof network is dedicated to using sound
green-roofing principles including proper interface with
the waterproofing system, soil composition, and specific
plant options for various soil depths, climates, and
rooftop microclimates.

LiveRoof Growers
bring a combined
500+ years of
horticultural
experience.
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Experienced and Proven
LiveRoof has successfully completed over 1000 projects
throughout North America. Collectively, more than 4,000,000
square feet have been installed, and best practice information
is shared among all LiveRoof growers. This means that each
and every project benefits from this knowledge, and 500+
years of collective horticultural experience.

Project Showcase
On LiveRoof.com you can view Project Showcases
featuring hundreds of LiveRoof projects.

“LiveRoof is focused on doing things right; they’re horticultural
experts that respect sound roofing principles. They take their jobs
seriously, and bring value before, during and after the installation.”
Jim Petry
President
E. W. Olson Roofing, division of
Combined Roofing Services, LLC
West Chicago, IL 60185
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Green Roof Systems
“The Hybrid System”

LiveRoof Standard

LiveRoof Standard Module

Soil Depth: Appx. 4 1/4"

Moisture Portals™

Module Size: 1' x 2' x 3 1/4"

LiveRoof Engineered Soil

Weight: Appx. 27-29 lbs/sf saturated
and vegetated.

LiveRoof Green Roof Plants
(Minimum 95% Soil Coverage at Installation)

Dry Weight: Appx. 20 lbs/sf (confirm
with local grower.)
Merits: Maximizes storm water
management, integrates perfectly
with new construction and often times
existing buildings.
Plants: Succulent ground covers,
water conserving accent plants,
and hardy spring blooming bulbs.

1”

4¼" 3¼"

½”
Roof Deck
and
Slip Sheet

TOP VIEW

Drainage Holes

LiveRoof Lite

Ergonomic
Handles

1'

Soil Depth: Appx. 2 1/2"

LiveRoof Lite Module

Module Size: 1' x 2' x 1 3/4"

Moisture Portals™

Weight: Appx. 15-17 lbs/sf saturated
and vegetated.

LiveRoof Engineered Soil

Dry Weight: Appx. 12 lbs/sf (confirm
with local grower.)

LiveRoof Green Roof
Plants
2'

(Minimum 95% Soil Coverage at Installation)

Merits: Ideal for retrofit projects where
load limitations exist.
Plants: Succulent ground covers,
water conserving accent plants, and
hardy spring blooming bulbs.
Note: Not recommended for hot climates.

¾”

2½" 1¾"

½”

Roof Deck
and
Slip Sheet
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LiveRoof Deep
Soil Depth: Appx. 6"

LiveRoof Deep Module

Module Size: 1' x 2' x 3 1/4"

Moisture Portals™

Weight: Appx. 40-50 lbs/sf saturated
and vegetated.

LiveRoof Engineered Soil

Dry Weight: Appx. 30 lbs/sf (confirm with local grower.)

LiveRoof Green Roof Plants
(Minimum 95% Soil Coverage at Installation)

Merits: When irrigated. expands plant biodiversity
to array of drought resistant conventional and native
perennials, grasses, and vegetables.
Plants: Succulent ground covers,
and highly drought tolerant native
and adapted non-native perennials,
grasses, and vegetables.

23/4”
6"

3¼"
½”

Roof Deck
and
Slip Sheet

TOP VIEW
LiveRoof Maxx 8"
Soil Depth: Appx. 8"

Ergonomic

LiveRoof Maxx Module
Handles
Moisture Portal™
LiveRoof Engineered Soil, elevated
during growing with removable Soil Elevators™
LiveRoof Green Roof Plants

1'

Module Size: 1' x 1' x 3 1/4" integrates with
LiveRoof Standard and Deep systems.
Weight: Appx. 60-65 lbs/sf saturated and vegetated
(for regular LiveRoof Soil.)

(Minimum 95% Soil Coverage at Installation)

2'

Dry Weight: Appx. 40 lbs/sf (confirm with local grower.)
Merits: Meets municipal codes in locales with 8 inch soil
depth requirement. Provides greater perimeter ballast
and supports drought resistant perennials, grasses, and
vegetables, and can be used to optimize biodiversity.

Drainage Holes

8"

Plants: Succulent ground covers, drought tolerant
native and adapted non-native perennials, grasses,
and vegetables.

3¼"
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Hybrid System
(Patented in the U.S. and Canada)

STEP

First; The Licensed Grower inserts the LiveRoof®
Soil Elevator™ into LiveRoof module.

1

System Depicted Here Is
LiveRoof Standard

Horticulturist designed positive
drainage configuration for healthy
roots.
Moisture Portals™ allow moisture and
roots to grow from one module to
the next and for soil-to-soil contact.

STEP
Next; The LiveRoof module is filled to the top
of Soil Elevator with LiveRoof engineered soil.
Soil is settled by vibration and mechanically
screeted off.

2

Ergonomic design, configuration
and handles make LiveRoof® the
safest, most efficient module to
handle.

STEP
Then, the LiveRoof Plants are grown to maturity
approximately 1 inch above the LiveRoof module.
Photo demonstrates the soil interconnectivity
that exists once the soil elevator is removed as
in Step 5. In the LiveRoof Lite System plants are
approximately 3/4" above the module and in the
LiveRoof Deep System they are approximately
23/4" above the module.

3
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INVISIBLE.

MONOLITHIC.

MODULAR.

4
5

PREVEGETATED.

STEP
Upon delivery to the roof, the installer sets
LiveRoof modules tightly in place from parapet
to parapet or within LiveRoof RoofEdge™,
depending upon design.

STEP
Throughout the installation process, the LiveRoof
Soil Elevators™ are removed for a beautiful,
seamless instantly mature green roof.
Note: if biodegradable soil elevators are used,
they are simply left in place.

Modules disappear under the cover
of soil and plants.

6

STEP
Finally, the entire system is watered thoroughly
to settle any loose soil and to get your LiveRoof
off to a great start.

No ugly container to see, just
beautiful greenery.
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The Hybrid System
LiveRoof was developed to combine (hybridize) the best features of all green roof
systems. It brings the speed of installation of modularity, the natural function and natural
beauty of built-in-place systems, the prevegetation of carpet systems and the plant
material diversity of systems with substrate depths ranging from 2½ to 8 inches deep.

Natural Function LiveRoof “soil elevation” design
and moisture portals unite soil across the entire green
roof strata for sharing, not compartmentalization, of
water, nutrients, and beneficial organisms. This allows
the plants to be healthier, and hot/dry and wet spots
are avoided.

Soil to Soil Contact
Means Shared:
Moisture

Nutrients

Beneficial Organisms
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No Photo Degradation
To completely prevent
photo-degradation,
LiveRoof is subterranean.
The module edges are
obscured, even during the
dormant season.

No Air Gaps
Between Modules
Uninterrupted continuum
of soil eliminates air
gaps for optimal R value,
cooling value, and storm
water absorption.

No Coco-Fiber
No coconut fiber
between modules or
under soil means no
moisture wicking and
true soil-to-soil contact.

Proper Roof-Top
Drainage LiveRoof
keeps the roof dry with
drain channels that
disperse water at 7.0
gallons per minute per
linear foot.
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Natural Function
LiveRoof is the only modular green roof system with patent pending Soil Elevator™ and Moisture Portal™
technology to unite the entire soil continuum. This allows for the natural sharing of water, nutrients and
beneficial organisms across the entire rooftop strata.
It also minimizes hot, wet, and dry zones, and avoids compartmentalizing the growing medium into an
unnatural “grid” as is the case with other modular systems.
By not compartmentalizing the soil into “grids,” LiveRoof functions like nature intended, and the
difference in performance is real.

Weather exposed/conventional green
roof systems may look like this during the
dormant season.
12

Even during winter dormancy,
LiveRoof is naturally beautiful and
weed preventing.

NOTE: The success and appearance of any modular or other green roof system is dependent upon numerous factors
such as the designer’s specification, user’s adherence to specified maintenance, specific variations in plant type, planting
density, and See
adherence
to proper
installation.
Copyright 2015
inside back
cover
for LiveRoof grower nearest you.

Natural Beauty
The aesthetic advantages of LiveRoof are significant, and during spring, summer, fall or winter,
LiveRoof looks like a beautiful meadow. Other modular systems may always look like a
man-made “grid” especially during the dormant season.

Subterranean Module
Gives a meadow-like look with no “grid”
lines. It also protects the module itself
from photo-degradation. LiveRoof
backs this with the industry's only 50
year warranty.
13
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Instant Green Roof
Each LiveRoof® module arrives to the job site with fully-grown
plants inside the container and is simply set in place on the
rooftop. The unique patent-pending soil elevators are then
removed for a seamless fit. No need to start with a brown roof
and farm it for years, hoping and waiting for it to become a
green roof.

Hybrid Technology
LiveRoof was designed to package the benefits of all green
roof systems (and leave out the drawbacks.) The table on the
following page summarizes how the LiveRoof brand green
roof combines the convenience of a modular system (quick
installation and easy roof access) with natural function via soil
integration of a plant-in-place system. Finally, LiveRoof brings
the instant effect of a vegetative mat but with no shrinkage
problems and a much broader and better array of plant options.

“Surprises with LiveRoof? How fast and easy it is to install. Two green roofs at St. Elizabeth, 4,125
square feet and 3,000 square feet, and both took less than two days each.”
Todd Paider
Project Manager
The Boldt Company
Appleton, Wisconsin

14
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System Benefits

Summary of LiveRoof Advantages
With its unique patent pending Soil Elevators™ and Moisture
Portals™, the LiveRoof ® system gives you the monolithic
look and function of a mature conventional plant-in-place
green roof system, with the turn-key benefits of a modular
system. LiveRoof is a hybrid system representing the best
aspects of modular, conventional and sod green roofs in one
simple, attractive effective system. LiveRoof is an integrated
system designed by growers in conjunction with experts in
the fields of architecture, roofing, logistics, and ergonomics. It
is designed to grow green roof plants! Composed of recycled
plastic materials, LiveRoof is based upon sound horticultural

principles. It is earth-friendly, as well as rooftop functional and
aesthetically pleasing. LiveRoof systems, because they are
prevegetated at the nursery, require minimal maintenance.
Compared to site-built green roofs, which are time-consuming
and costly to install and maintain, LiveRoof offers a turn-key
alternative that doesn’t require you to be a horticulturist.
LiveRoof modules can be vegetated with various plant
assortments to address your particular design needs and
climate. And if there is ever any need to make changes to the
roof, LiveRoof modules are easily moved aside and replaced
after the work is done.

LiveRoof Hybrid System

Other Systems

Yes

Variable

Yes

Variable

Instantly Mature/Instantly Beautiful

Yes

Variable

Successful Track Record

Yes

Variable

Extremely Low Maintenance and Predictable Costs

Yes

Variable or
Unpredictable Costs

Weed Prevention

Yes

Variable Level of
Weed Prevention

Instant Resistance to Wind Erosion

Yes

Minimal
Until Established

Scientifically Tested for Wind Resistance

Yes

Variable

Yes

Variable

Maximum LEED Points

Yes

Variable

Backed by Team of Leading Horticulturists

Yes

No

Installed By Certified Installers

Yes

Variable

Meets Customer Expectations

Yes

No

Yes

Variable with
Unpredictable Costs

Yes

Variable

Natural Function

Soil united across entire green roof strata via moisture portals for sharing of
water, nutrients and beneficial organisms for optimum plant health.

Natural Beauty

Monolithic soil continuum and unique plant mixtures bring 4-season
aesthetics.
Delivered 95% prevegetated

Saves years of intensive and costly rooftop maintenance

Established plantings are the best means for preventing weed encroachment

Optimal Evaporative Cooling

Reduces indoor temperature 6 to 8 degrees during warm/hot weather and
can reduce air-conditioning costs 25 to 50%.
Enhances LEED ratings in many categories.

Well-established plants and roots mean an instantly functional green roof.

Highest Overall Value

Saves time and money traditionally required to develop and maintain a
green roof grown from plugs, cuttings or sod.

Predictable Total System Cost
Over first five years.

NOTE: The success and appearance of any modular or other green roof system is dependent upon numerous factors such as the designer’s specification,
user’s adherence to specified maintenance, specific variations in plant type, planting density, and adherence to proper installation.

See inside back cover for LiveRoof grower nearest you.
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Service Minded
“I prefer to use LiveRoof versus other systems we’ve installed because LiveRoof modules are
delivered to the job site fully vegetated with healthy plants. When we are done and walk off the job,
we leave a green roof that looks like it’s been growing up there for a couple of years already. That
gives us, as the roofing contractor, greater assurance of the project’s immediate success and longterm trouble-free maintenance.”
John Pilmaier
Estimator and Project Manager
Langer Roofing & Sheet Metal
Milwaukee, WI

16
See inside back cover for LiveRoof grower nearest you.
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LiveRoof® Saves on Maintenance Costs

Pre-vegetated modules discourage weeds and save the time
and money traditionally required to develop and maintain a green
roof grown from plugs, tiles or cuttings. Other systems may
require three or more years for establishment and intensive care
is needed during this time period. Well-established plants and
roots mean an instantly green, successful, fully functioning green
roof. Maintenance cost estimates for traditionally planted green
roofs vary from $1.00 to $2.00 per square foot annually. LiveRoof
can be maintained for as little as $0.05 to $0.20 per square foot
(varies with labor rate). Being fully grown, LiveRoof plants act as a
living mulch and help prevent weeds from establishing.

No Ugly Seams
LiveRoof modules fit snugly together and are sealed tightly
by soil and plants through the use of patent-pending Soil
Elevators™ and overlapping edge design. This makes the
modules invisible for a seamless instantly green rooftop.
LiveRoof® Moisture Portals™ allow for moisture, soil, and
root cohesiveness. Other modular systems show unattractive
plastic or metal seams. The plants in such systems may
eventually mature to the point where seams are obscured
during the summer months, but only to reappear during
dormancy periods (fall, winter, and early spring)
every year.

LiveRoof Eliminates the Risks
Associated with Plug-Planted Green Roofs
Traditional green roof methods of planting 2 ¼ inch wide plugs
on 9 inch centers equates to 95% brown roof (exposed soil)
and only 5% green roof (plant material). These traditional brown
roof plantings are prone to wind scour, water erosion, and
weed encroachment. A brown roof also absorbs more heat
and diminishes the benefits of a green roof.

Easily Handled, Transported, and Installed
LiveRoof® modules are ergonomically designed so that one
person can transport fully vegetated modules, making them
logistically ideal for even high roofs that are difficult to access.
And if the roof ever needs service or modification, one simply
lifts up the modules to access the roof.
LiveRoof is also fast and easy to install, and many LiveRoof
truck-to-roof conveyance devices
growers have special
and
conveyors to make installations even easier.

1717
See inside back cover for LiveRoof grower nearest you.
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vs Conventional Green Roof &
Conventional Modular Systems

How Does LiveRoof® Compare to Other Green Roofs?
The LiveRoof system is superior in design and implementation to both conventional green roofs and other modular green roof
systems. Specific benefits include a better aesthetic presentation and instantly functional evaporative cooling (instantly green vs.
brown and no multi-year grow in period), substantially lower maintenance, elimination of wind scour and rain erosion, simple
installation by certified installers, expertly engineered soil and plant selections, durable indefinite-lasting components, and the pride
and peace-of-mind in knowing that the project will be successful. With these advantages, LiveRoof clearly represents the best value in
green roofing systems.

System
Prevegetated
Invisible
LiveRoof® Modules

Mature Plants - Pre-planted, fully matured
plants discourage weeds and erosion and
create an instant colorful green roof to save
time, labor and money.
Patent pending removable Soil ElevatorTM elevates soil level above module for
effective concealment.
Patent pending Moisture PortalTM unites soil,
water and plants from one module to the next
Co-engineered

Slip Sheet/
Root Barrier

Treatment

Waterproof
Roof Deck

LiveRoof® System same day of installation

Conventional System
Doubly Complex - requires more than
twice as many layers and more labor to
install and vegetate

VS.

Plant Plugs
Soil
Edge Treatment
Filter Fabric
Drainage Channel

Conventional Modular Grids often look like this
Conventional Planting requires additional labor,
cost and knowledge to plant and grow the 3-4+
seasons needed to reach full maturity

Root Barrier
Waterproof
Roof Deck

18
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Delivery, Installation & Technical Support

Specialized Delivery Trucks
Most LiveRoof Growers utilize state of the art retractable-top trailers for fast and convenient
installation. Commitment to effective material handling makes for simple efficient unloading and
conveyance to the rooftop. This minimizes installation time and reduces the cost of installation.

LiveRoof

- Truck to Roof Conveyance Racks

®

LiveRoof even facilitates installation, and with co-engineered Hoppit® Truck to Roof conveyance
racks, your installation time is greatly reduced. A semi trailer will fit up to 24 Hoppits, 36 modules
each, which equates to 864 modules or 1728 square
feet of coverage per load. Modules are quickly picked
up with a telescoping forklift or crane and either held
at the edge of the roof or directly over the roof surface
in the area of module placement. Note: A filled Hoppit
can weigh as much as 2100 pounds. Size your lifting
equipment accordingly, and remember that lifting
capacity and stability decrease with arm swing/
extension and boom height.

LiveRoof Certified Installers
LiveRoof installations are only conducted by certified
independent installers committed to following the
LiveRoof standardized procedures for installation.
Certified independent LiveRoof Installers are supported
with written and video guides to the LiveRoof
standardized installation procedures for ongoing staff
training. Contact your local LiveRoof representative for a
list of certified installers.

Technical Support
On almost all projects, a member of the local LiveRoof
grower will be present to consult, educate, and facilitate
the installation. Likewise, LiveRoof growers are available
to teach and train proper maintenance procedures after
the installation, and can be easily reached for ongoing
consultation.

Rooftop Conveyors
Some LiveRoof Growers have specialized
Roll-a-Roof mobile conveyor systems. Such
conveyors are set on wheels and can pay great
dividends in labor savings.

LiveRoof Installation Guide
The LiveRoof Installation Guide and DVD are provided
®
to all LiveRoof certified installers and demonstrate
the most efficient standardized manner of handling
and installing the LiveRoof system. There is no need
to reinvent the wheel.

PREVEGETATED
INVISIBLE-MODULAR
GREEN ROOF SYSTEM

LiveRoof® Installation

Guide of Standardized Procedures

19
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Conventional
Plant in Place
Green Roof

Vegetation Environment
Natural Beauty

Vegetation Environment

Vegetation Environment

Segmentation of soil, moisture, nutrients and
beneficial organisms by container sides can
lead to dry or wet spots and, potentially impaired
plant health.

Soil and drainage method selected on a job by job
basis. Risk of mismatching soil, filter, and drainage.

Aesthetics

Aesthetics

Exposed seams can get worse with time
due to soil setting and can be especially
unattractive during dormant season.

Lack of vegetation predisposes new installation
to weed infiltration and wind and soil erosion for
indefinite time. Requires much maintenance, time,
and horticultural expertise to grow and establish
plants after installation.

BRAND

Hybrid System

Conventional
“Grid-Like”
Modular Systems

1

Patent pending moisture portals and soil elevators
create a monolithic continuum of soil for sharing of
moisture and nutrients between modules.
Effective drain holes for good drainage; no standing
water means no root rot.

2

Aesthetics
Natural Beauty
Instantly mature green roof, delivered prevegetated
and installed in mature state.
Removable patent-pending LiveRoof® Soil Elevator™
allows modules to be invisible.

If delivered with newly planted plugs
(starter plants) it may take 3-4+ years
before maturation.

LiveRoof modules contain 100% recycled plastic.

3

Brown roof upon installation. After years of care and
intensive maintenance, the roof may become a fully
vegetated “green” roof.

Installation and Use

Installation and Use

Installation and Use

Plants grown to maturity at the nursery and installed
in mature state; quick and easy—can save 3-4+ years
of intensive and costly rooftop maintenance
and cultivation.

Often heavy, bulky, awkward and hard to handle.

Installation requires specialized knowledge and
experience.
Takes much labor, time and money to install.
Customized one project at a time—a slow and
cumbersome process involving multiple sources
of soil, plants, membranes, installation and
maintenance.

Ergonomic design, fast and easy to handle and set
in place.
Easy to install; no special knowledge, skills or lengthy
learning curve. Step-by-step guide and DVD for growing,
delivery, transport to roof, installation and maintenance.

System components are expensive and numerous
including; drainage layer, filter fabric, root barrier,
moisture retention layers, soil and plants.

Integrated components, delivered together and
installed in one simple step.

Logistical challenges of numerous components
sourced from individual suppliers.

Logistical simplicity—easy to transport from production
to installation. Coengineered
racking and
delivery system for safe, efficient delivery from nursery
to rooftop.

Difficult to access after installation; requires cutting
and rolling back layers, damaging system integrity.

Easily removed to access roof; simply lift modules,
conduct service or modifications, then replace modules.
Easy to use coengineered
pavers.

4
5

edging and

Durability

Durability

Durability

Plastic hidden from sun won’t become brittle.

If plastic is exposed to sun it can become brittle
due to photodegradation.

Components hidden from sun, but filter cloth has
the potential for clogging by roots or soil fines.

Overall Value

Overall Value

Overall Value

Pre-grown vegetation acts as living mulch for extremely
low maintenance. Maintenance cost is little (.05 - 0.20
$/sf/yr) and is predictable.

Often weakly vegetated meaning high
maintenance, unsightly and costly protracted
establishment time.

Cumbersome installation and time-intensive
establishment process means excessive and
recurring costs.

Vegetated surface is sealed by continuum of soil to
maximize energy-saving benefits.

Air gaps may exist between modules and can
cause suboptimal heating and cooling savings.

Limited recycled components.

Developed by a team of horticulturists, green roof
experts, roofers, landscapers, engineers, architects and
physical therapists.

Some modular systems may use no recycled
content.

Convenient cost-effective delivery.
Competitive pricing, great value.
Recycled components contribute to LEED credits.

20

NOTE: The success and appearance of any modular or other green roof system is dependent upon numerous factors such as the designer’s specification,
user’s adherence to specified maintenance, specific variations in plant type, planting density, and adherence to proper installation.

See inside back cover for LiveRoof grower nearest you.
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Components & Accessories

Plants & Horticulture
It is no secret that the best gardens are realized when a high quality soil is
paired with proper plant selection. LiveRoof® Engineered Green Roof Soil™
sets the industry standard, and LiveRoof offers outstanding plant selections.
The LiveRoof grower network is composed of many of North America’s leading
growers of perennial plants. LiveRoof licensed growers are continually testing
and developing new plants in their efforts to offer the very best plants for your
particular climate, rooftop micro-climate, and design objectives. All together,
our grower group represents more than 500 years of combined horticultural
experience, and LiveRoof growers regularly consult with each other to share
information and participate in the process of continual improvement.

LiveRoof Soil
LiveRoof® Engineered Green Roof Soil is designed to be sustainable, used in
conjunction with the LiveRoof® module and to be the best green roof soil on
the market. LiveRoof® Engineered Green Roof Soil™, a proprietary blend of the
finest inorganic and organic materials, is supplied under license from LiveRoof,
LLC, and is formulated under strictly controlled standards.
LiveRoof® Engineered Green Roof Soil™ is designed to:
•

Be approximately 94+% inorganic by dry weight (92% in British
Columbia), as is the case with ecologically stable, sustainable, mature
green roofs.

•

Conform to German FLL granulometric standards.

•

Filter rainwater and buffer acid rain.

•

Effectively grow LiveRoof® plants.

LiveRoof® Engineered Green Roof Soil™ weighs approximately 27 to 29 lbs./sq.
ft. fully saturated at 41/4" depth when fully vegetated with LiveRoof® plants.
Note: Soil specifications will vary somewhat depending on region and available
soil components. Consult your local grower for specifics.

LiveRoof soil is engineered, using local
components, to be sustainable and
horticulturally sound.

21
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System Accessories
®

by LiveRoof,® LLC
The all new LiveRoof RoofEdge® products represent second generation green roof edging. Each RoofEdge product is the result of
lessons learned during hundreds of installations, and collectively represent a new standard for function, aesthectics and integration.
RoofEdge was designed to be architecturally "pleasing to the eye," but also with the contractor in mind. Economical and easy to
install, the quality of the materials and finishes (whether natural aluminum or color anondized) are better than ever.

8 1/2" Maxx
6 1/2" Deep

4 1/4" Standard
All aluminum RoofEdge Drainbox

Rivets

will never rust.

2 3/4" Lite

Blind rivets to be applied each foot when edging is exposed to wind
in perimeter applications without ballast or pavers.

For use with: LiveRoof Standard: 4.25" tall mill finish or

		
anodized black or bronze
LiveRoof Lite: 2.75" tall mill finish or anodized black or bronze
LiveRoof Deep: 6.5" tall mill finish or anodized black or bronze
LiveRoof Maxx: 8.5" tall mill finish or anodized black or bronze

Easy To Use
• 8'-0" sections connected with sliding connector/s

RoofEdge corners save time
and money, and are far more
precise than field-bent corners.

• Preformed corners save time and money.

®

Aluminum Restraint
Fully Vegetated Invisible
LiveRoof® Module
Gravel Ballast
or Conventional Paver
Slip Sheet to be extended 3"
vertically at parapet.

Connector

Waterproof Layer
Roof Deck

22
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Co-engineered to
integrate with
LiveRoof Standard and
Deep modules*.
Saves cost of edging,
pedestals and labor!
* Extra base required for integration with
Deep modules.

• Ergonomically designed with handgrips and
built-in pedestals for efficient installation
• Installs 4 times faster than conventional
pedestal pavers
• Follows roof contour
• Suitable for pathways or patios
• High recycled content
• Strong and effective
• Ample water channels
• 1’ wide x 2’ long x 4” tall (or 6" tall with
extra base)
• Five colors: beach sand, mocha, charcoal,
red brick, and light reflective

Available in five
beautiful colors:
Light Reflective

Mocha

Beach Sand

Charcoal

Red Brick

Note: Color in printed catalog are approximate.

Patented
See inside back cover for LiveRoof grower nearest you.
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Lowest Maintenance
LiveRoof® typically uses a blend of evergreen and deciduous plants
for year-round carpet-like coverage, extremely low maintenance,
carbon sequestration, and nutrient recycling.
This beautiful LiveRoof green roof can be maintained in just
a few minutes when attended to every two weeks.

Ongoing Assistance
LiveRoof provides a free bi-weekly Maintenance Newsletter
as well as a printed and video maintenance guide.
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Common Questions

What is the cost of
a LiveRoof?
The cost of any green roof is the sum
of four costs: acquisition, maturation,
maintenance, and life cycle. If one
fixates on low acquisition cost, they
are likely to get stuck paying for high
maturation expenses, high ongoing
maintenance costs (ongoing headaches),
and a high life cycle cost (with a system
that is short lived). With LiveRoof, that is
not the case—we deliver quality, beauty,
and long term value.
LiveRoof is a value system. It is not
typically the “cheapest” system to acquire
(nor is it the most expensive). Compared
to other options it will likely cost a great
deal less over time. Here is why LiveRoof
is the best value:
LiveRoof is fully mature, there is no
cost of maturation—that’s been done
at the nursery where it was fully grown,
before it was ever delivered to the job
site. Plant in place systems may require
3, 4, or more years of expensive (more
than $ 1.00/sf per year) of questionably
effective rooftop cultivation. Such systems
are unlikely to ever become fully mature,
to the extent of LiveRoof, and most define

success as 80 % coverage after 3 years.
That means that 20 % of the roof will still
be “unvegetated” and will be unsightly, a
haven for weeds, prone to erosion, and a
drain on cash.
LiveRoof is uniquely easy and
inexpensive to maintain—this is
because of the unique plants that we
select, breed, test and utilize. LiveRoof
has developed a unique plant palette
designed specifically for rooftop
application. These plants are tested
to be hardy, dense-growing, and long
lived. When maintained according to
the LiveRoof standardized protocol,
it is possible to care for an acre sized
LiveRoof (43,560 square feet) in as little
as 15 hours per year.
LiveRoof is designed to last essentially
forever. The system itself is underground,
and therefore protected from the
elements, and therefore expected to last
indefinitely. And, the specially engineered
soil is designed to maintain its physical
characteristics indefinitely. It will probably
outlast many other aspects of the
building, and can even be moved and
reused, if that ever became desirable.

LiveRoof is amazingly beautiful.
There is far too little attention paid to the
aesthetic and social value of the green
roof. In fact, there are those that try to
“dumb down” the emphasis on beauty,
and attempt to commoditize green roofs
(as they would rubber membrane or
gravel). Reference to the plant material
as an “assortment of sedums” is about
as sensible as referring to carpeting as
an assortment of fibers. You wouldn’t
buy just any old carpeting (or shingle);
you would match it to the color scheme
and design vision of your building. The
same ought to be true of your green
roof system and your plant selections—
for the same reasons; design, quality,
maintenance, lifecycle, and value.
LiveRoof growers have access to a
unique plant palette of rooftop proven
plants that can yield amazing colors,
textures, and beauty to optimize the
aesthetic quality of your project (and
to minimize maintenance). Beauty
yields intrinsic value—that can equate to
monetary value. Consider this; beautiful
vistas yield happy customers, tenants,
and employees, and that equates
to monetary value though loyalty,
productivity, and efficiency.
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What is the biggest financial Why doesn’t the LiveRoof
advantage of LiveRoof?
system use filter cloth? And,
Extension of the lifetime of the roof; typical won’t the soil run out the
estimates are that a green roof potentially
drain slots?
extends the lifetime of a roof between
200 and 300 percent, by protecting the
rooftop from ultraviolet radiation, large
temperature fluctuations, drying winds,
and punctures. Not only does the roof last
longer, but there is reduced membrane
maintenance. All this brings about
significant cost savings over time. In some
communities, storm water incentives may
also bring substantial monetary benefits.

Energy savings What Can I Expect?
Green roofs have been proven to
bring about significant energy savings,
particularly during the summer cooling
season in which single story buildings
can experience a reduction of greater
than 25% energy use for air-conditioning.
Green roof soils insulate the roof from
heat, and green roof plants transform
heat and soil moisture into humidity, to
create natural evaporative cooling. Each
gallon of water transpired by the plants
or evaporated from the soil surface
liberates 8000 BTU of thermal energy.

Filter cloth, like any filter, is designed to
filter. Filters in time can plug up (think of
your car’s air and oil filters, your furnace
filter, coffee filter, etc.). If a green roof filter
plugs up, then what?
Because of the aggregate nature of
LiveRoof soil, very little soil escapes the
LiveRoof module. It’s like trying to push
marbles through a funnel or a square peg
through a round hole. In addition to this
simple act of gemometry, the roots of the
LiveRoof plants bind the soil together and
hold it in place.

Why doesn’t the LiveRoof
module have water
reservoirs?
Horticultural experts avoid standing
water. That's because standing water is
deprived of oxygen, and roots sitting in
oxygen-deprived water become diseased
with fungal and bacterial rot. This
weakens the plant, and may perpetually
handicap the plant and predispose it to
secondary disease and insect infestation.

What’s so special about
LiveRoof soil?
Unlike cheap soils that are marketed as
light weight, and packed with peat moss
and perlite, LiveRoof® soil is composed of
approximately 94% high quality inorganic
aggregates (by dry weight), contains a
special clay particle to bind nutrients
(incorporated in most regions), contains
an acid rain buffering component, and
is formulated with disease suppressive
organic material at a level that is
consistent with ecologically sustainable
soil/plant communities. LiveRoof soil is
designed to last indefinitely and to not
substantially shrink over time. Cheap
mixes with high levels of peat and
compost will decompose and wash away
as humic acid. Perlite after several freeze
thaw cycles may shatter repeatedly and
turn to dust. It may also float to the soil
surface after heavy rains, then blow away
when conditions are dry and windy.

Why are frequent, brief
maintenance activities
critical to success?
The life cycle of most weeds is about
four weeks. Therefore, by weeding every
2 weeks, for just a few minutes, the few
weeds that come from birds and the
wind, are not allowed to reproduce (and
become many). This is the "smart" way to
manage a LiveRoof, and it is what allows
one to have a pristine LiveRoof with
almost negligible maintenance costs.
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Scalable
The patented LiveRoof System is scalable to any size
project. LiveRoof is just as good planted by the acre for
warehouse-scale installations as it is for precisely patterned
boutique installations. You will find your local LiveRoof
grower (see inside back cover) to be enthusiastic about
every project, big or small, simple or complex.
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Versatile
LiveRoof has the system versatility to provide unique work and social
spaces, unique color patterns, and can accommodate a great variety of
plants. With the right selection of system and plants, one can optimize
all aspects of the green roof.

Thyme on 43rd
Langley, BC
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Common Questions (cont.)

Can I retrofit an existing building?
It depends on the load capacity of the existing building. Also,
some older buildings can be redesigned for the additional
weight of the LiveRoof modules. The LiveRoof Lite system at
15lbs. to 17lbs./sq. ft. often times may be the best choice for
retrofit applications. A qualified engineer should always conduct
a thorough structural analysis.

Does LiveRoof need irrigation?
The need for irrigation (beyond normal rainfall) will depend upon
the plants selected, the local climate, specific weather patterns,
roof slope, and which LiveRoof system is selected. In the north
temperate zone (Standard system), supplemental irrigation
may seldom be required. Even so, we suggest a backup
irrigation system in the event of prolonged hot, dry, windy, sunny
weather. During long bouts of dry weather, plants can shrink up,
desiccate, die and expose soil. This can increase maintenance
requirements as weeds can become established in bare soil and
supplemental planting may be required. Excessively dry soil also
causes the evaporative cooling effect of the green roof to stop.
Irrigating, even twice per month during protracted dry, hot
weather, can keep your green roof looking its best and pay
dividends through maintenance reductions and evaporative
cooling. How frequently one must irrigate during protracted hot
dry weather will vary with plant material, climate, exposure, wind,
temperature, humidity and roof slope. Installing an appropriate
irrigation system brings the peace of mind that when irrigation is
needed, it can be applied quickly and conveniently.
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to avoid volume loss via decomposition of the organic matter.
In nursery and natural field soils, drip or sub irrigation systems
can often conserve water, because these types of soil are good
at dispersing water laterally or wicking it upward by capillary
action—through the absorbent and capillary qualities of the soil.
But green roof soils, which are predominantly composed of
inorganic aggregates, have poor capillary qualities and do not
conduct water effectively in either a lateral or vertical manner.
To irrigate them with drip irrigation, one must set the tubes so
closely together that the cost is prohibitive. And, to irrigate them
with subirrigation, one will use more water than spray irrigation
and may risk root rotting diseases, from too much water
saturation to the lower level roots.
A well-designed overhead spray irrigation system, very much
like what would be used in a home or commercial landscape,
provides even coverage to the surface of plants and soil at
a very low installation cost. Such systems are simple and
inexpensive to maintain, and apply the water quickly and
efficiently. Studies by Dr. Bradley Rowe, PhD, and others at
Michigan State University Department of Horticulture compare
the effectiveness of drip, sub-, and overhead spray irrigation
methods, and the researchers found that drip and sub-irrigation
systems wasted more than double the water lost in an overhead
spray irrigation system.

Note: In areas of predictably hot and dry spring, summer and
fall weather, one should always incorporate an irrigation system
into the design. But, irrigation should not be used excessively please consult your local LiveRoof grower for specifics.

“Excluding (or banning) overhead irrigation in favor of drip or
sub-irrigation because of perceived water conservation is
probably shortsighted and will actually result in wasting water.
While drip has been shown to be more water use efficient in
growing individual plants (Goodwin et al., 2003; Weatherspoon
and Harrell, 1980), one is generally irrigating a vast area of
groundcovers on a roof, not individual plants. Spacing drip
tubes closer together just adds to installation and maintenance
costs.”

Why Does LiveRoof® Recommend
Overhead Spray Irrigation?

What are the best plants to use
with the LiveRoof System?

The best irrigation method is the one that most efficiently applies
the water and provides the lowest lifecycle cost. In the case
of green roof applications, this choice is straightforward and
simple. Spray rotor systems are the least expensive to install,
easiest to maintain, and apply water most efficiently. This may
run counter to what is sometimes spoken about spray vs.
drip or subirrigation, but it’s the truth and has been born out
by testing at LiveRoof, LLC and research at Michigan State
University.

Those that have extreme drought resistance through some
means other than the root system. This means succulent,
water-holding plants like Sedums, Alliums, Sempervivums, and
Delospermas in the north temperate region, and similar species
farther south. The best LiveRoof plants will both store water
and have a special type of metabolism called ‘Crassulacean
Acid Metabolism’, CAM for short. CAM plants are unique in that
under drought conditions their stomates (leaf pores) are open at
night rather then during the day, as is the case with most plants.
CAM plants exchange gasses (oxygen and carbon dioxide) in
the dark when it is cooler and less windy. CAM plants are up to
ten times more efficient with water conservation than non-CAM
plants.

To understand why spray irrigation systems use less water than
drip or subirrigation systems on green roofs, one must realize
that green roof soils are engineered to maintain their volume
and last the life of the building, and therefore are different in
composition and characteristics than nursery or natural field
soils. Nursery and natural field soils are typically high in organic
content. But, green roof soils are very low in organic content,

See inside back cover for LiveRoof grower nearest you.
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Common Questions (cont.)

What is the urban heat island effect?
Simply put, it is the temperature difference that exists between
urban areas and their surroundings. Urban areas tend to be
from 7 to 10 degrees hotter due to the concentration of heatabsorbing buildings, pavement, auto exhaust, and hot air from
cooling systems. The bubble of hot air that encloses cities is in
large part due to lack of vegetation and is a great contributor
to smog, ozone and dust (from artificially created air currents
from the rising hot air). The urban heat island effect has also
been shown to create unique weather patterns, with inordinate
drought, high winds and electrical storms.

How does the LiveRoof® system help
mitigate the urban heat island effect?
Traditional rooftops are usually covered with tar, black
membrane, shingles or stone. As a result, they absorb sunlight.
On sunny days with an air temperature of 95°F, city roofs can
easily reach temperatures of 175°F or more. The LiveRoof
system acts like a protective umbrella above the roof to shade
and insulate buildings, avoiding the heat island effect associated
with traditional rooftops.
Plants, of course, release oxygen and evaporate water, and the
soil they live in evaporates water. Collectively these processes
are known as evapotranspiration and act like evaporative cooling
systems to make the surrounding air considerably cooler. By
implementing a LiveRoof system, the combined benefit of
eliminating the heat generated by a non-vegetated rooftop, along
with the evaporative cooling effect, is significant.

How does the LiveRoof® system reduce
storm water runoff?
In urban areas, impermeable surfaces (streets, sidewalks,
rooftops etc.) dominate the landscape, preventing rainwater from
following a natural cycle of absorption. Instead, as much as 75%
of the rainwater runs into sewer systems carrying contaminates
from the air and roadways (salt, oil, mercury, etc.). This water
flows untreated into lakes and streams. In some cases, it may
cause overflows of sanitary sewer systems, causing the dumping
of untreated sewage (combined sewer overflow). In contrast,
LiveRoof® green roof surfaces can absorb a substantial amount
of rainfall, reduce runoff, lessen the risk of combined sewer
overflows and flooding, and to some degree filter the water as
it percolates through the LiveRoof® soil. Even when a rainfall
is such that it can not all be absorbed by your LiveRoof®, the
excess rain that runs through the growing medium is filtered and
delayed until after peak flows, which allows additional time for
sanitary sewer systems to handle uncontrolled runoff.

acoustic insulators. Studies have shown that green roofs can
reduce indoor sound by as much as 40 decibels, a benefit not
lost on those that work close to overhead highways and airports.

Where can the LiveRoof® system be used?
LiveRoof® is most commonly used on well drained, low- and
mid-sloped roofs, on industrial, commercial, institutional,
governmental and residential buildings which can support the
weight of the green roof system. Green roofs should only be
applied to appropriately engineered buildings.

Can I lift up a LiveRoof® module if I want to
access my roof?
Yes, it’s relatively easy. First, using a flat bladed shovel, probe
the planting to locate the container edge. Then peel away plant
material around the edges of the module. This is easy to do as the
root systems of succulent LiveRoof® plants are fibrous and easy
to separate (not at all like sod). Using a sturdy pair of pliers, lift up
and remove the exposed module. Any additional modules may
be removed by trimming around them with the handle of a spoon
and lifting them up. Once you are finished, replace the modules.
Note: Never use sharp instruments around roof membranes.

What incentives are available
for green roofs?
As the huge costs associated with stormwater runoff are
becoming recognized and as smog and other pollution impacts
our cities, many cities and states are encouraging “green”
building methods, including green roof systems.
By offering financial incentives for green roofs, municipalities help
to reduce storm water surges, and therefore protect
the ground water, lakes and streams, and encourage
energy conservation.
Of course, incentives vary from city to city and state to state, but
it is not uncommon for owners of buildings with green roofs to be
generously rewarded. The city of Portland, OR, provides financial,
technical and educational incentives to participants through its
green roof initiative. Washington, Illinois, New York, Dubuque,
Montreal, California and Maryland have also implemented
incentive structures. Cities all across North America are
following suit, and grant money is often available for the energy
conservation and air and water quality benefits that green roofs
bring. Be sure to check with your state and local governments.
Don’t assume that nothing is available. States and municipalities
benefit greatly from green roofs, and often provide tax credits,
avoidance of fees assessed for impervious surfaces, grant
funding, and/or favorable zoning to encourage their use.

How does the LiveRoof® system
reduce noise?

Can the LiveRoof® system be used in
nonroof areas?

Plants, soil, and trapped air and moisture in the soil are great

Certainly—median strips, patios, plazas, and malls are also great
opportunities to use the LiveRoof® system.

See inside back cover for LiveRoof grower nearest you.
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Common Questions

Can LiveRoof® modules be cut to fit odd
dimensions and angles?
Yes, LiveRoof ® modules can be cut to size and shape with the
use of a masonry saw or reciprocating saw. When installing
custom cut LiveRoof ® modules, the cut side should abut the
non-cut side of another module, in order to contain the soil
and minimize the work of installation.
If the cut side ever abuts edging, it should not be edging
that is located on the low, draining side of the roof. Always fit
modules tightly against edging or parapet or surround with
drainage fabric for added security.

Can LiveRoof be used in elevated planters?
Yes, normally this is done on rooftop patios where the load
limits do not allow for the weight of 2 or 3 feet of soil in the
planters. In this case, all but the top 4 ½ to 6 ½ inches of the
planter is filled with closed cell foam, then LiveRoof is set on
top to give the illusion of substantial soil volume.

Can I walk upon my LiveRoof plants?
Yes, but sparingly. One person can do this a couple times
a week without causing permanent harm. However, you must
avoid walking in a single path or standing in one place or
trampling your plants. If you must service a wall or parapet
you may cover the plants with plywood or closed cell foam

for up to 4 hours provided foliage is not wet and conditions
are not too hot or sunny. It is especially important to avoid
repetitive foot traffic when plants are wet or frozen.

Can I use de-icing chemicals on my
LiveRoof plants during the winter?
No, LiveRoof plants are damaged by de-icing chemicals. If
your LiveRoof is adjoined by pedestrian walkways, you should
use sand or cat-litter as an anti-slip measure after shoveling.

Recognition for your work
Please send or email us photographs of your LiveRoof®
projects. If we use them in future editions of this catalog or on
our website, you will receive credit for your work and therefore
FREE advertising.

Customer feedback
Please email your comments, suggestions, ideas and
experiences to us at sales@LiveRoof.com.

How do I go about having a LiveRoof®
system installed?
Contact your LiveRoof® local grower. See inside back cover of
this catalog or call LiveRoof® at 1-800-875-1392 or by email
at sales@LiveRoof.com.
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Maintenance Protocol
Easy & Inexpensive
Because LiveRoof is mature and "like a carpet,"* there is no costly
establishment period (which with many systems can drag on into
perpetuity). And, when the LiveRoof maintenance protocol is followed,
maintenance is inexpensive and easy.
* In hot climates, less dense planting is sometimes desirable.

Ongoing Support
LiveRoof is committed to the ongoing success of every LiveRoof
installation and provides a free twice-monthly email maintenance
newsletter. This useful resource guides the maintenance provider
through seasonal maintenance events and covers current topics
of interest.

On what it's like to care for a 45,000 square foot LiveRoof,
Chuck Tubergen of Haworth Inc., had this to say:
“It’s easy, and quite honestly, I really enjoy it. It takes me about
30 minutes and I usually find only enough weeds to fill my hand.
Up on the roof it is beautiful, peaceful, and my maintenance
events are like a pleasant walk surrounded by a colorful meadow
that changes (the flowers and foliage) each time you see it.”
Note: This equates to about 12 hours total per year.
Chuck has been caring for this roof since 2006, and it is perfect
– thick like carpeting, and gorgeous year round.

Haworth Corporation's LiveRoof; now in it's 9th year
and thriving beautifully.
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Great Architecture
Deserves LiveRoof®
LiveRoof is the system that will best complement your design standards and vision.
LiveRoof is adaptable and flexible, with Lite, Standard, Deep, and Maxx systems,
and a broad array of fine plant material. LiveRoof also brings the experience of
hundreds of diverse projects and a professional staff that includes some of
horticulture’s most experienced and visionary growers.
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Architecture & Engineering

Wind Pressure
As with any roof, high winds can pose a threat to the security
of green roofs, and care must be taken to properly design
and engineer the green roof so that it retains its integrity
during high winds. To do this, consideration of wind pressure
and associated variables, such as the building’s geographic
location, surrounding terrain, shape, slope, height, building
openings, parapet design, and other features is essential.
At the tip of the iceberg, of wind pressure, one must consider
the typical high wind speeds for that region. Consulting ASCE
7.95 Figure 6-1 Basic Wind Speed, or Factory Mutual Global
Property Loss Prevention Data Sheet 1-28 is a good first step.
In addition, the engineer must consider the surrounding terrain;
for example, is the building situated along water, mountains,
open field, surrounded by tall trees or taller buildings?
Of course the building design itself is very important. Low rise
buildings (generally regarded as 60 feet and lower) are less
affected than high rise buildings (60 feet and taller) which in
addition to direct (positive) wind pressure are more greatly
affected by negative wind pressure, often referred to as uplift
or suction.

wind speeds exceeding 110 MPH. In this test, the LiveRoof
Edging and
planting (4' x 5') was surrounded with
first exposed to 10 minutes of wind at 95 MPH, followed by 1
hour and 50 minutes at 110+ MPH. The wind was impinged
directly upon the surface of the LiveRoof planting as would
be the case when testing other roof coverings. Remarkably,
at the end of the test period, there was no loss of growing
medium and all plants remained well rooted and intact.
Throughout the test, the plants simply arched over, held in
place by their root systems. This test demonstrated the value
of full vegetative cover as a means of stabilizing the green roof
system. This test may be viewed on LiveRoof.com.

Negative Wind Pressure, Uplift
Negative Wind Pressure is what causes airplanes to fly, and it’s
what causes roofs to want to fly. Negative wind pressure occurs
when wind passes over a building causing the wind to redirect
and accelerate. This in turn creates a pressure differential.
Negative
Wind Pressure
or Uplift

Examples of wind flow
patterns around buildings

Positive Wind Pressure
Positive Wind Pressure is the force exerted by the wind as
it strikes an object, or building. Positive Wind Pressure is
evident when a tree (or other object) moves or bends over
in a strong wind.

Wind Scour caused
by wind vortices

In the case of roofs, wind accelerates as it passes over the
roof edge or parapet, causing a lifting force, uplift, that is
exerted upon the rooftop. Redirected winds of this nature
tend to swirl, which can scour green roof soils and plants.
Such forces are typically greatest in the corners of the roof,
secondarily along the parapet walls, and to a lesser degree in
the “field” or center part of the roof. Uplift forces vary with the
building shape and height, parapet shape and height, overall
exposure, size of openings, etc.

Wind Uplift Test Performance
During 2012, LiveRoof LLC worked with a team of code
officials and engineers from the US and Canada to become the
first green roof system in North America to undergo full scale
wind uplift testing, providing empirical data related to how the
LiveRoof system performs against uplift, with and without the
patent-pending WindDisc™ technology.

Positive Wind Pressure Test: LiveRoof modules tested by surface
applied high wind speeds. See video on LiveRoof.com
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LiveRoof modules, when populated with a base mixture
of flexible-stemmed hardy sedums (the backbone of the
LiveRoof product line) were wind tested on 1/25/08 with

Suffice it to say, during laboratory testing, the LiveRoof System
with subterranean overlapping edges and full vegetation
performed admirably and its performance was further enhanced
with WindDisc™ technology.
The WindDisc™ is a simple way to secure LiveRoof® modules
together to improve wind uplift resistance. At uplift pressures
exceeding 200 psf, the modules remained connected across the
green roof surface with the WindDisc™ in place.

See inside back cover for LiveRoof grower nearest you.
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WindDisc™
LiveRoof's patented WindDisc™
technology allows for any
size LiveRoof modules
or RoofStone pavers
to connect together
across a green roof
installation. Please
contact us for more
information.

Keep in mind, that the taller the parapet, the more Positive
Wind Pressure against the parapet itself, both windward and
leeward sides.
Scalloped

WindDisc™

Sawtooth

Screen

LiveRoof®
Module

Wind Design Standards
In 2010 the American National Standards Institute (ANSI)
accepted RP14 Wind Design Standard for Vegetative Roofing
Systems as an American National Standard. This document
provides design and installation recommendations to address
wind uplift concerns on green roofs. The LiveRoof Lite System
is 2.5” deep and has a dry weight of approximately 10 lbs per
sq ft, and thus meets the definition of #4 Ballast (3.13.1). The
deeper Standard (4.25”), Deep (6”), and Maxx (8”) systems
meet the definition of both #4 Ballast and #2 Ballast (3.13.2).
In this catalog we broach the topic of wind uplift as an impetus
to diligent design and engineering, but do not purport to have
specific knowledge of engineering principles. Such expertise
and accompanying liability is the domain of qualified engineers.
LiveRoof will continue to pioneer new research in order to
support design and engineering professionals. Accordingly, we
offer the following list of considerations to stimulate a diligent
review of design and engineering considerations as they
pertain to green roofs.

Special parapet designs to reduce uplift

Wind Challenged Applications

In very challenging applications an engineer may have to
direct the architect to forego using the LiveRoof Lite system
(about 9 to 10 lbs per sf when bone dry) in favor of the
LiveRoof standard system (about 18 to 20 lbs per sf when
bone dry), Deep System (appx. 27-30 lbs per sf when dry), or
the LiveRoof Maxx 8" System (appx. 36-40 lbs per sf when
dry). Consult your local grower for dry weight specifics of their
particular soil formulation. And, in the most wind challenged
applications, an added means of securing the LiveRoof
System may be needed. Solutions for extreme uplift designs
may include any or all of the following. (A-C)
Ballasted
Perimeter

Green Roof Field

Parapet Design
Low rise buildings in areas of moderate exposure may present
fewer challenges in regard to positive or negative wind forces.
But, taller buildings may cause one to have to be more creative.
Design strategies that moderate wind uplift forces and disrupt
the formation of surface-scouring wind vortices may be
employed in the overall green roof design.
Regarding low rise buildings, a lower parapet design may avoid
potential air turbulence and help to minimize uplift forces. And,
for buildings containing only a single parapet, as is commonly
used as a facade for aesthetic purpose, one should keep in
mind that the parapet may dramatically increase the uplift
pressures in the corner regions. Conversely, on high rise
buildings (over 60 feet), higher parapet height can be an
effective tool in moderating uplift forces. Studies on parapet
height typically indicate that parapets over 3 feet tall can
moderate uplift pressure in the corners of the roof on high rise
buildings. Likewise, the use of a partial parapet with attached
porous screen may be used to reduce uplift pressures and
expand design options for taller buildings. And, parapets of
different shapes, e.g. saw-tooth configuration, rounded vs.
sharp edges, or the application of spoilers are sometimes used.

A. Using the lab tested WindDisc™ accessory in all or the
most uplift-prone zones of the green roof.
B. Limiting the LiveRoof to the center “field” of the roof top,
and using heavier ballast in the corners and along the
parapet edges. Such ballasted perimeter design is referred
to as a “vegetation free” zone. Vegetation free zones will
vary with the parapet height and geometry.
C. Overlaying the LiveRoof with a mechanically fastened
stainless steel netting such as CarlStahl’s Decorcable,
flexible stainless cable mesh, sales@decorcable.com,
800-444-6271.
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How high is too high?
Tall buildings present three substantial challenges for green
roofs. The first is wind uplift. This is a physical phenomenon
that presents certain design and engineering considerations.
The second is wind scour. This is the physical displacement
of soil and/or plants due to the force of the wind. The best
defense against wind scour is full-vegetation, which LiveRoof
brings. It is also important to remediate any “bare-patches”
that might arise in the future. Bare patches can be caused by
weed encroachment, nesting birds, or physical damage.
The third challenge involves the plants and their ability to resist
the wind and cold at high building elevations.
The answer to the question “how high up can green roof plants
survive?” is not well understood, at least not at this time. Very tall
buildings, for example over 20 stories tall, are subject to virtually
constant wind. This in itself is not a problem as it can easily be
offset with irrigation, and we consider a built-in irrigation system
mandatory on any tall building regardless of climate.

At the present time, the level of experience and bona fide
research with green roofs on tall buildings is limited but
expanding. We now have a sense of which plants perform
best and our WindDisc system (for uplift resistance) has been
performing well.
What we suggest:
The tallest LiveRoof brand green roof, to date, in Chicago is
at 60 stories and was installed in 2014. LiveRoof has also
been installed on a test plot at 50 stories in 2010 and it has
performed well.
In all cases, we suggest that green roofs be applied to tall
buildings with a cautious and thoughful approach. Always
conduct a wind uplift study. Always use the WindDisc system
for uplift resistance. Use the toughest, most cold tolerant
species amd install them early in the season to allow for
acclimatization to winter. And, always incorporate a built-in
irrigation system into the design.
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Be Bold Go High,
but Be Smart
This 50-story test roof demonstrates the merits of the LiveRoof system vs.
a conventional plug planted system. While the plug-planted system was
damaged by wind scour, the LiveRoof plants remained thick and healthy.
Planted in 2010, to date the plants remain thick and have withstood the
wind and cold, effectively holding the soil in place.
Always be cautious about uplift forces; involve an engineer and design
the green roof so that the LiveRoof portion is chosen correctly (Standard,
Deep, or Maxx) to meet the ballast requirements. Use the WindDisc
feature to bolster uplift resistance. Install built in place spray-rotor irrigation
(to make it easy to maintain full coverage). And, design the “field” and
“perimeter” of the roof so that each is sized and oriented according to the
engineer’s recommendations.

Conventional
with wind scour

LiveRoof resists
wind scour

Mike Selleck, Chicago based LiveRoof, LLC Architectural Product Specialist points to
a section of LiveRoof modules. The portion on the left is plug-planted and is displaying
significant wind scour from high winds.
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Architecture & Engineering (cont.)

Downward Force Against Parapet For
Sloping Applications
The combination of a green roof (unaffixed object), slope,
and gravity imply the need to address physical containment
and resistance to downward pressures exerted by the green
roof against the parapet and mechanical fixtures of the roof
especially in cold climate areas where ice crystals may form
on the slip sheet/root barrier surface during winter. For this
reason, LiveRoof recommends that the slope and size of the
roof be assessed in regard to force that will be exerted against
the parapet (or other mechanical features of the roof).
For the convenience of engineers, LiveRoof provides force
tables for use in designing each particular LiveRoof project.
These tables assume “zero” friction and 30 psf snow load and
present a conservative model based upon the assumption
of ice between the slip sheet membrane and the LiveRoof
modules during the winter months. Obviously, this may not be
appropriate for frost free zones or areas where snow load is
more or less than 30 psf, but it serves as a point of reference.
One must also realize that certain roofing membranes are
coated in talc or other lubricants to prevent sticking. Other
membranes may be slippery when wet. Therefore, even in frost
free zones, one should assume a degree of downward force
on sloping applications.

How Much Slope is Too Little?
While this question is seldom asked, it is important to design
for adequate drainage. Most authorities state that a roof needs
1/4" per foot slope to provide adequate drainage. Without
this, water may accumulate and damage the health of your
LiveRoof plants.

Level or Gently-Rolling?
Most LiveRoof installations simply follow the contour of the
roof for a lovely, gently-rolling, meadowlike appearance. If a
dead-level LiveRoof is required, it can be realized by applying
a tapered closed cell foam to the roof above the waterproofing
layer. If this is done, the closed cell foam must allow for
adequate water drainage.

Job Site Safety
Remember, wind uplift should be managed during the entire
installation process. High winds can come at any time and will
not wait for the installation process to be completed. Be sure
to cover materials with appropriate temporary ballast.

For long roofs and roofs with great slope, it may be
appropriate to incorporate “stops” or buttresses in the design
to prevent all of the load from being exerted against the
parapet on the low side of the roof. In all cases, it is important
to realize that the low side parapet must be built in such
manner as to have the structural integrity to resist whatever
forces exist given the design of the particular roof.

How Much Slope is Too Much?
Both of the main international green roof organizations, the
German FLL and North America’s Green Roofs for Healthy
Cities agree that green roofs should not be applied to roofs
with slope of greater than 40 degrees. This stems both from
containment challenges but also from the extreme difficulty in
managing soil moisture on a roof of such pitch.
You may be familiar with the properties of a wet sponge,
where it will hold so much water when laying on its side. But,
after you prop it up on its end even more water runs out. Soil
acts the same way and as the pitch of the roof increases,
there is a greater tendency for the water to run out of the
system. Green roofs above 2'/12' pitch are commonly dry at
the top and moist at the bottom. And, while the segmental
or baffled characteristic of LiveRoof may help to mitigate this
phenomenon, pitched roofs will certainly require more irrigation
than low sloped green roofs.
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Architecture & Engineering (cont.)

Force Against Roof Edge For 30 PSF (LiveRoof Standard)
Plus 30 PSF Snowload Expressed in pounds per lineal foot

Force Against Roof Edge For 17 PSF (LiveRoof Lite)
Plus 30 PSF Snowload Expressed in pounds per lineal foot

Coefficient of friction (µ) assumed to equal zero

Coefficient of friction (µ) assumed to equal zero

Force Against Roof Edge, F (plf)
Roof Slope
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Force Against Roof Edge, F (plf)
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Coefficient of friction (µ) assumed to equal zero

Force Against Roof Edge, F (plf)

Horizontal Run Distance (ft)
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Force Against Roof Edge For 50 PSF (LiveRoof Deep)
Plus 30 PSF Snowload Expressed in pounds per lineal foot
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Force Against Roof Edge For 65 PSF (LiveRoof Deep)
Plus 30 PSF Snowload Expressed in pounds per linear foot
Coefficient of friction (µ) assumed to equal zero
Force Against Roof Edge, F (plf)
Roof Slope
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Effective Slope Design

line of force
and water flow

45,000 square foot LiveRoof
Haworth Corporation
Holland, Michigan
LiveRoof® Designed by
Peter Lindsay Schaudt, FAAR, ASLA
Hoerr Schaudt Landscape Architects

SLOPED APPLICATION

A

Lower Parapet Physical Constraint
and Drain Design with Spacer Rods

TOP VIEW

Modules

Galvanized Steel Rods
with Galvinized
Threaded Flanges
Drain Scupper

Open Space to
Allow Water Flow
SLOPE
FORCE

Flanges Attached
to Parapet and
Edging

B

B
A

SIDE VIEW

Galvanized Steel Rods
with Galvanized
Threaded Flanges
Open Space to
Allow Water Flow

B

Structural Parapet

Modules
Slip Sheet
Waterproofing

Paver
Pedestal

Roof Deck

Drain
Scuppers

SLOPEDAPPLICATION
APPLICATION
SLOPED
Welded Structural Post and Face Plate
Welded
Structural
Post
and Face Force
Plate
Constraint
Against
Downward
Constraint Against Downward Force

SLOPE
FORCE

(ESPECIALLY PERTINENT
IN WINTER CONDITIONS
WHERE ICING OCCURS)

Modules
ModulesPost
Against Steel Support
Against Steel Support Post
Steel Support Post
Steel Support Post
Steel Face Plate 1” Off Roof Deck
Steel Face Plate 1” Off Roof Deck

SIDE VIEW
SIDE VIEW

Structural
Parapet

B
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SLOPE (ESPECIALLY PERTINENT
IN WINTERPERTINENT
CONDITIONS
SLOPE (ESPECIALLY
FORCEIN WHERE
WINTERICING
CONDITIONS
OCCURS)
FORCE WHERE
ICING OCCURS)

TOP VIEW
See inside back cover for LiveRoof
grower nearest you.

Roof Deck
Roof
Slip Deck
Sheet
Slip
Sheet Membrane
Waterproofing
Waterproofing Membrane
Flashing
Flashing
Structural Steel
Structural Steel
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Architecture & Engineering (cont.)

Retrofit Roofs
Retrofit Projects are exciting as they represent a quantum upgrade
to aesthetics and environmental quality. Of course, they bring
their own particular challenges that need to be addressed from an
architectural and engineering standpoint. Here are some of the main
considerations for retrofit green roofs:
•
•
•
•

Determination of the construction, condition, and load
capacity of the pre-existing roof and suitability to accept
a LiveRoof.
Determination of the condition of, remaining warranty lifetime,
and terms or warranty of the existing waterproofing system
Courtesy of FM Approvals, LLC. LiveRoof engineered soil is
as it pertains to being retrofitted with the new LiveRoof.
highly inorganic and did not catch fire after ten minutes of
surface applied flame.
Compatibility of the existing waterproofing system with the
proposed slip sheet membrane.
All the same issues regarding positive and negative wind
pressure, slope, and forces against the parapet as they
relate to new construction also apply to retrofit roofs.

Fire/Spread of Flame Test
FM Global Approval
In July 2011, the LiveRoof® Hybrid Green Roof System became
the first green roof system to be Factory Mutual Global Approved
according the FM Standard 4477.
Recognized and respected worldwide, FM Global granted this
approval to the LiveRoof Standard and Deep Systems populated
with succulent groundcovers. Under the test conditions, FM
determined that the samples passed their requirements for Class
A ratings for a slope of 2 in 12. See LiveRoof.com A&E section for
complete test details.

LiveRoof modules populated with sedums tested by surface applied
flame for spread of flame. See video on LiveRoof.com.

The plastic of the LiveRoof modules was unaffected by flame test.

The plywood deck was unaffected by flame test.
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Use v-shaped hoe to dig
trench into soil at
Moisture Portals™

Architecture & Engineering (cont.)

To Irrigate or Not to Irrigate?
While irrigation may only be needed during protracted hot dry
weather (to sustain the plants), there are other reasons to install
an efficient means of irrigating one’s green roof. Irrigation allows
the green roof to be fully optimized. With the ability to irrigate
during hot dry weather, the rooftop can be turned into one big
cooling unit and save money on air conditioning. Water liberates
8000 BTU per gallon of energy during evaporation (latent heat
of evaporation), and pumping water is efficient and cheap, but
running air conditioners is inefficient and expensive. The cooling
effect derived by irrigating allows for conservation of energy and
reduced carbon dioxide emissions in comparison to the energy
wasted on cooling by less efficient methods.

Modules

SCH 40 PVC
Irrigation Pipe

Preferred
Methods

MP Rotator or Equivalent
Pop-up Irrigation Head
Use hoe to trench pipe in
at Moisture Portals™

SCH 80 Solvent Weld Fittings

Parapet or building wall
Cover pipe with engineered soil or stone ballast
If soil, cut filter fabric and place over pipe

Parapet or building wall

According to some authorities, and dependent upon the
particular climate, during the cooling season the temperature
in the room below an irrigated green roof may be reduced 16
to 27ºF compared to a reduction of about 11-13ºF for a non
irrigated green roof. This difference is substantial and can mean
considerable savings on air conditioning costs. Estimates of
cost savings for air conditioning range from 25% to 50% for
the floor under the green roof. Irrigating during hot dry weather
allows for the optimization of the green roof’s cooling ability.
In rough figures, when an extensive irrigated green roof shows
an average summertime temperature of 80 degrees, the same
roof without irrigation will average about 100 degrees. Similarly,
the membrane below the irrigated roof might fluctuate an
average of only 7 or 8ºF during a 24 hour period, while the
same green roof without irrigation may fluctuate ± 20 degrees.
Less fluctuation may mean less wear and tear via micro-tearing
on membranes, and therefore potential extension of the lifetime
of the waterproofing membranes.

Cover pipe with engineered soil or stone ballast
If soil, cut filter fabric and place over pipe

Capped Off T-Fitting
May be Used to Cross
Brace andSCH
Support
40 PVC Irrigation
UV-resistant pipe,
Heads
Needed
elevatedas
above
drain holes

Stone ballast (Recommended)

MP Rotator or Equivalent
Irrigation Head

Roofedge, with pre-drilled holes spaced 5’

UV-Resistant
SCH 80 Solvent
Weld Fittings

SCH 40 GreenPipe™
Judicious irrigation also keeps the green roof plants fat,
Pipe clamps, bolted
full and beautiful. This means better coverage, fewer weeds, LiveRoof GreenPipe™ is
Stone ballast (Recommended)
less labor, and happier owners, occupants, and visitors. It
UV-Resistant with
SCH 40 PVC UV-resistant pipe,
Belled Ends
also means lower maintenance costs and safeguards one’s
elevated above drain holes
investment in the green roof.

Finally, judicious irrigation should not significantly impact
stormwater management as irrigation typically occurs only
during low rain/low runoff periods when the roof will dry out
quickly from evapotranspiration.

Roofedge, with pre-drilled holes spaced 5’

Pipe clamps, bolted
Surface Application of Irrigation

Pipe (painted green) Laid Upon Surface of

Modules

Benefits of Irrigation vs. No Irrigation
• Net energy savings.
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• Net water savings.
• Reduced temperature fluctuation
(less wear on membrane).
• Less maintenance cost.
• Plants will be optimally beautiful.
• Avoid plant loss due to drought.
• Greater owner satisfaction.
See inside back cover for LiveRoof grower nearest you.

See LiveRoof.com System Specs
for CAD drawings.
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Save Water, Irrigate
In his paper “How Green Roofs Partition Water, Energy, and Costs in Urban Energy-Air
Conditioning Budgets”, Paul S. Mankiewicz Ph.D., of the Gaia Institute illustrated the
hidden relationship of water and energy when he asked the question “is it more cost
effective to utilize potable water for cooling than electricity?” Central to his comparison is
the fact that virtually all electricity has a substantial water cost for its production. He found
that the cost of electricity for a ton of air conditioning in New York costs $ 13.50, while
the evaporation of 33 gallons of water produces an equivalent ton of air conditioning
for only 26 cents. Every ton of air conditioning requires 84 kilowatt-hours to produce.
In four major cities, this quantity of electricity takes between 24 and 89 gallons of water
to generate. On the average each gallon of water used to cool a structure will save 1.7
gallons of water used to produce energy.
This study illustrates how little we understand the complex interrelationship between
energy and water. Many of our approaches and assumptions concerning either water or
energy may be overly simplistic.
From Integrated Building Water Management, 2011

What Type of Irrigation
System is Best?
Overhead matched precipitation rotor systems are the best—and do a better job with
less water than drip or subirrigation methods. During 2011, an irrigation study was
conducted in the MSU Plant Science Greenhouses by Bradley Rowe PhD, in LiveRoof
green roof modules. Substrates that were watered with overhead spray irrigation retained
more water with less waste than sub-irrigation and drip. This is because green roof
substrates are coarse textured and do not wick water or move it horizontally very well.
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Creative License
LiveRoof’s unique plant material and design flexibility allow for optimal
creative expression.
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Biodiversity
The LiveRoof® Deep and Maxx Systems allow for planting
of grasses and perennials which can greatly increase
biodiversity of invertebrate and bird life.
Even a few small islands of the LiveRoof Deep or Maxx
System interspersed among expanses of the LiveRoof
Standard System (41/4 inches of soil) can enhance
biodiversity and provide a unique aesthetic quality.
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What is Overburden
Coverage and is it
Needed?
Overburden coverage is a warranty to remove and replace
whatever is sitting on top of your rooftop waterproofing system,
in the event of a leak. Overburden can consist of pavers, gravel,
or the green roof system.
The question of “do I need it” is a an interesting one, with people
advocating both perspectives and with the answer being as
much philosophical as logical—not unlike an extended warranty
for an appliance or car, some people advocate them and others
abhor them.
Here are two ways of looking at it:
Perspective One: If the waterproofing system is tested for
watertightness prior to green roof installation, via flood testing,
then the chance of a roof leak is greatly minimized. This is
because the green roof shelters the waterproofing system from
common causes of roof leaks; i.e., dropped sharp objects,
environmental damage, and hail. So, once the green roof is in
place, above a watertight waterproofing system, the need for
overburden coverage is minimized, and overburden coverage
may be an unneeded cost.
Perspective Two: If there is a leak, then it would be nice to
not have to worry about the cost of overburden removal and
replacement. For those who advocate this perspective, LiveRoof
offers overburden coverage, at traditional costs, through our
Diamond Installer Network.
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Architecture & Engineering (cont.)

Plant Basics
The LiveRoof Standard and LiveRoof Lite systems are
“Extensive” green roof systems. In other words, their soil
depth is less than 6 inches. And, while extensive green
roof systems optimize evaporative cooling and storm water
management (in part because they can dry down between
rain events), their shallow substrate depth means that the
plants they can support must be extraordinary at resisting
drought. Practically speaking, the plants that work best
in “extensive” green roofs must be exceptional “water
conservers” as opposed to “water sourcers”.
Water conservers are plants that store copious amounts of
water in their fleshy stems and leaves. Cacti are the poster
children for “water conservers”. They absorb water when
available, and conserve it by closing their leaf pores during
the day, by having a waxy cuticle over their leaves and stems,
and by having relatively little surface area. Water sourcers, on
the other hand, are plants that have extensive and deep root
systems that go deep into the earth in search of water. Good
examples of “water sourcers” are prairie plants such as big
bluestem, purple coneflower, and prairie dock.

Native Test June 4, 2008

Recommended Plants
The LiveRoof Standard and Lite systems are typically vegetated
with a palette of deciduous, semievergreen and evergreen
“base mix” and “accent plants” that are exceptional “water
conservers”. These are succulent, water-holding plants like
Sedums, Alliums, Sempervivums, Euphorbias, Delospermas,
and other species. The best LiveRoof plants both store water
and have a special type of metabolism called Crassulacean
Acid Metabolism, CAM for short. CAM plants are unique in
that under drought conditions their stomates (leaf pores) are
open at night rather than during the day (as is the case with
most plants). CAM plants exchange gasses (oxygen and
carbon dioxide) in the dark when it is cooler and less windy and
therefore conserve water. And, CAM plants are up to ten times
more efficient with water conservation than non-CAM plants.

Can Native Plants Be Used?
While it is popular to say that native plants are better adapted
because they evolved here, this notion is not necessarily true.
A plant’s toughness or suitability is dependent upon genetics
and ecological and environmental adaptation (evolving with
time and exposure). There is nothing magical about latitude
and longitude as there may be similar or more demanding
environmental conditions on the other side of the globe. In
reality some native plants are tough, some aren’t, and a few
will grow in an “extensive” green roof without frequent irrigation.
The list, however, is quite short as the native ecosystem parallel
would be a giant rock covered in 2 to 4 inches of gravelly soil
with loads of reflected light from bordering rocks. Such “real
world” parallels are few and far between.

Native Test August 8, 2008

Even though there is not a long list of native plants for use in
extensive green roofs (unless one plans to frequently irrigate),
there are a few to choose from. Such species as Sedum
ternatum (white flowered sedum, a shade lover), Opuntia
humifusa (prickly pear cactus), and Allium cernuum (nodding
onion) are such plants. Of course, with greater soil depth (e.g.
LiveRoof Deep and Maxx 8" Systems) or regular and frequent
irrigation, many others can be sustained, and plants that
fall into this category include purple coneflower (Echinacea
pallida) and little bluestem (Schizachyrium scoparium). These
plants are very drought resistant in conventional landscape
settings, because they are great “water sourcers”. On a
rooftop with 4 inches of soil, however, they won’t survive for
long unless regularly irrigated. Such plants are better suited to
the LiveRoof Deep or Maxx 8" systems.
The bottom line: LiveRoof growers are interested in using plants
that will be successful, regardless of regional nativeness. Your
local LiveRoof grower is happy to advise you regarding the best
LiveRoof plants for your region.
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LiveRoof Plants Flexible and Fast
LiveRoof® allows for complete customization of colors,
patterns, and substrate depth with VERY SHORT
LEAD TIME.
There is no need to compromise your project with
just any “stock” sedum mix when LiveRoof can quickly
custom grow your project.
Just like a well developed landscape, choosing the
right plants for your green roof can complement and
enhance your building's architecture. Each project has
its particular nuances, color and textural complements,
and climatic challenges that must be met. Your
LiveRoof is expected to last 50+ years, and LiveRoof
can make that time a visual pleasure with extremely
low maintenance.
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Cuttings or Plugs?
A lot of misconceptions have been bantered around
regarding whether or not green roof plantings are better
started by plugs or by a mixture of cuttings. Here is my
perspective after 30+ years of growing these plants.
Plugs are ok, but not perfect. We sometimes use them,
and they can give a nice visual presentation and can be
used to create a coarse texture or pattern.
The down side to plugs is that once transplanted, each
plug grows to a certain size, and the area it covers is
essentially a monoculture of that variety. Depending upon
the variety, the space may be a few inches to a couple
of feet across. This may seem like no big deal, but each
plant has its good season and bad. Some plant varieties
prefer cool weather, others hot, others moist, etc. So,
when a plant is “in season” it looks good, and when
it’s out of season, it looks bad. With plugged plantings,
the seasonal bad periods tend to be noticeable. And, in
some cases, it is for a long period of time (such as the
dormant season for many deciduous varieties). This can
be detrimental to the aesthetics of the green roof, and
it increases maintenance costs as weeds will infiltrate
exposed soil during the dormant season.
On the other hand, with a blend of cuttings, both
evergreen and deciduous, the homogeneity of the mix
tends to create a carpetlike, meadowlike effect that looks
good 12 months of the year. What’s more, the evergreens
blanket the soil throughout the winter, so there is never a
time when the soil is exposed. As a result, maintenance
remains minimal year round.
David MacKenzie
Live Roof, LLC, president
Horticulturist
NOTE: In arid or tropical climates, cuttings may not be an
option. Consult with your LiveRoof licensed grower for the
best options for your next project.
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What Will My LiveRoof Look Like
In The Future?
All plants are unique, and are opportunistic in one way or
another. LiveRoof plants are no exception, and practically
speaking, some species tolerate heat better than others,
some cold better than others, some dry conditions, and
others moist conditions. By combining species of varying
growth characteristics, we strive to design each LiveRoof plant
assortment to perform optimally in all seasons.
Over time, depending upon the particular plant assortment,
geographic site, climate and microclimate, the plant assortment
will adapt and evolve. One species will increase its presence
while another decreases its presence, from season to season,
and from year to year. It is this evolutionary dance that helps to
make each LiveRoof fresh and exciting now and in the future.

Runoff Basics
It is common to ask how much water the LiveRoof system will
absorb. Or, how much of the initial rainfall (e.g. first 1/2 inch,
3/4 inch, etc.) will be absorbed prior to system saturation and
run off. The answer must always begin with five words: “It
depends upon many variables.”
LiveRoof, like other green roof systems, is expected to absorb
a relatively predictable amount of water throughout a full
season (based upon soil depth and many other variables).
And, absorption at the onset of a rainstorm may capture all,
some, or no water. This depends upon how moist the soil and
plants are at the onset of the storm. For example, if Monday
evening is cold and drizzly, and Tuesday brings a tremendous
downpour, then most of Tuesday’s rainfall would flow through
the system. On the other hand, if the system were quite dry
at the onset of Tuesday’s storm, then the absorptive capacity
of the soil would be much greater, and any runoff would
come some time later than the onset of the storm event, as
the soil must first reach a point of saturation before it allows
water to pass through. This process is referred to as “delay in
peak flow” and is important as the distribution of stormwater
discharge over a longer period of time allows for smaller more
efficiently used stormwater infrastructure.

Annual Rainwater Absorption

LiveRoof Installation - Grand Haven, Michigan - August 2007
(day of installation)

Green roof research (Liesecke, 1998; Moran et al., 2004;
DeNardo et al., 2005; VanWoert et all, 2005) has shown an
annual runoff reduction of 60-100%, impacted most significantly
by climate. The precise amount for any given locale and any
given rooftop is not one size fits all. The factors that come into
play are numerous and include the following:

Seasonal Weather and Rainfall Patterns

LiveRoof Installation - Grand Haven, Michigan -June 2008

Rainfall Absorption
From the perspective of civil engineers and city planners, the
capture of rainfall may be the greatest perceived benefit to
green roofs. Sewage infrastructure and storm water retention
tunnels are expensive, and green roofs can have a significant
impact on reducing the need for such infrastructure.

When comparing the average monthly rainfall and daily
average temperatures of various cities, the differences are
amazing. In Phoenix, temperatures tend to be hot, and the
little rain that falls is spread evenly over the year. In Portland
Oregon, the temperatures tend to be moderate with wet
winters and dry summers. In Chicago and New York the
winters are cold, spring and fall are cool, and the summers
are hot; precipitation is spread pretty evenly throughout the
year. Miami is warm in winter, hot spring through fall, and has
a defined summer rainy season where rain can fall in torrents.
With this in mind, each climate will have different absorptive
qualities. A city like Phoenix may experience nearly 100%
rainfall retention, because it is typically hot and dry with little
rainfall. Cities like Chicago or New York may see annual
stormwater retention in the range of 60% to 85%. And a city
where the rain comes in torrents will experience less annual
rainfall retention. Retention will also vary somewhat from year
to year as determined by the year’s weather.
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Architecture & Engineering (cont.)
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source: http://countrystudies.us/united-states/weather/

Rainfall Intensity
Soil acts as a sponge in capturing and holding onto water.
But, soil is less porous than a sponge, and will take longer to
absorb and hold onto water. For this reason, if a rain event
is very fast and intense, such as 1 inch over 15 minutes, a
certain amount of water may sheet across the soil surface to
the roof drains, before becoming absorbed by the soil. On the
other hand, if a 1 inch rain comes in a gentle soaking drizzle
over the course of a couple of hours, the efficiency of water
capture is much greater.

Wind and Sun
Windy sites, particularly those that are windy during hot
dry weather, will dry out more and retain more rainfall on an
annual basis. Taller buildings will tend to be windier and those
with reflected light or heat will dry out faster and therefore
absorb more water as well. All things being equal, sunny areas
are going to have less stormwater runoff than shady areas.

Roof Slope
All roofs must slope in order to drain, and what most people
refer to as a flat roof will have a slope of 1/4" per foot. Such
roofs will retain more water than roofs with greater slope.
This is because soil holds water by cohesion, but there is a
limit to how much cohesive force soil can provide. Practically
speaking, soil acts as a sponge. If a moist sponge is angled
upward, additional water will run out of it. The same is true
of soil. The greater the angle, the less capable the soil is of
retaining water. Michigan State University researchers Dr.
Bradley Rowe, Kristin Getter, and Jeffrey Anderson conducted
studies regarding slope and water retention with inclines of 2%,
7%, 15%, and 25%, and found that annual water retention
in Lansing Michigan ranged from approximately 85% with 2%
slope to 76% with 25% slope.

Soil Depth
One might logically presume that the deeper the soil
substrate the more storm water a green roof will mitigate.
This is not necessarily true as independently discovered
by Dr. Bill Retzlaff, et. al., of Penn State and Civil Engineer
Drew Gangnes of Magnusson Klemencic Associates of
Seattle who have published their findings that a 4-6 inch soil
depth performed optimally for storm water retention. This is
because at 4-6 inches, the combined ability to hold water
along with the ability to evaporate water between rain events,
created the least amount of runoff. In comparison, an 8 inch
system might hold somewhat more water, but won’t dry
out as effectively between rain events and a 2 ½ inch deep
system may dry faster but won’t hold as much rainwater.

Soil and Plant Characteristics
Plants and Soil also play a role in stormwater retention. Soil
aggregate sizes and composition affect pore space, air
space, and absorptive capacity. The volume and type of soil
will also influence each system’s ability to absorb water. And,
while soil is mostly static, it will gradually change over time
due to natural freeze-thaw cycles that can alter particle sizes
of some of the mineral components. Neither is the organic
component static and can either rise or fall and therefore
affect the soil’s absorptive capacity. The process of plant
growth and decay (leaves roots and stems) can contribute
organic matter, especially deciduous plants which shed their
leaves to nourish the soil. Fully evergreen plants on the other
hand may actually reduce organic matter in the soil.
Plants also affect water retention and runoff by their use of
water. They extract water from the soil and combine it with
CO2 to make sugars, and they liberate water to the
atmosphere by transpiration (similar to sweating) when it is
sunny and there is sufficient water available. In either case,
plants help to keep stormwater runoff out of the stormwater
system and the more densely they cover the soil surface, the
more absorptive capacity they have.

Effect of Supplemental Irrigation
In cases where irrigation is used to sustain the LiveRoof
system during hot dry periods, a particular roof will
experience little reduction to its absorption of stormwater.
Typically irrigation is used temporarily, during times of
sparse rainfall, and irrigation water is mostly sequestered or
transpired by the plants.
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Parapet Design

Making It Easy

Parapet Finish Treatment
The parapet may be finished in a number of ways. Sometimes
it is simply covered with waterproofing membrane. Other times
it is covered with waterproofing membrane and an extension
of the slip sheet (typically a second layer of waterproofing
membrane). And sometimes it is covered with metal flashing.
The metal flashing will cost more but will last indefinitely. Given
that the life expectancy of membrane under the LiveRoof should
be substantially longer than membrane that is exposed to the
elements, metal flashing or at the very least a redundant layer of
membrane (slip sheet) seems like a wise front end investment.

Parapet Flashing
Using Metal Coping Cap

Metal Coping Cover

Slip Sheet or Metal Flashing
Waterproofing

B.I.M.
BUILDING INFORMATION MODEL
LiveRoof is pleased to offer a Building Information Model
for use with Autodesk® Revit® Architecture building design
software. This allows architects to model not only the
geometry of the LiveRoof system, but also its properties.
In addition to this, the LiveRoof BIM allows architects,
engineers, construction managers, contractors and
building owners to easily access information about the
LiveRoof system during design, construction, and after
installation. BIM provides a visual rendering of the LiveRoof
system, includes technical information, and facilitates
specification. Ultimately, the LiveRoof BIM allows for more
efficient coordination of information between the stages of
a project, and results in less waste and improved accuracy.
The LiveRoof BIM can be accessed in the A&E section of
LiveRoof.com.

Spec Writer

Parapet

LiveRoof is also pleased to offer an amazingly effective Spec
Writer tool for use by architects. This web-based tool, allows
for time savings and consistency in writing specifications.
See LiveRoof.com.

Designer’s Check List
LiveRoof provides a check list to help designers optimize
each LiveRoof green roof design.

Ongoing Support
Slip Sheet
Waterproofing

Modules

LiveRoof provides ongoing “best practice” sharing and
maintenance event reminders to LiveRoof owners and
caretakers via our bi-weekly email newsletter. This helps to
protect one’s investment in the LiveRoof system.

“The Proof is in the Roof; LiveRoof’s
expertise in Horticulture as well as roof
gardens is evident in our LiveRoof projects.”
David Bartleman
A-1 Roofing
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Urban Oasis
LiveRoof can help create an urban oasis; a place to escape the fast
paced world below.
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Green Roof Benefits
Social Benefits
•
•
•

Improved livability.
Improved physical and mental health from exposure to nature.
Increased sense of pride and place, levels of trust, civic participation, less
violence, aggression, vandalism and littering.

Aesthetic Benefits
•
•
•

Green roofs are much better looking than asphalt, gravel or tar.
Natural views create more productive, healthy, happy, creative, relaxed people.
Environmentally
Green roofs expand the usefulness of buildings via patios, gardens and vistas. Correct 100% recycled

v

Environmental Benefits

polypropylene means
high LEED certification.

Urban Heat Island Mitigation
The urban heat island effect is the temperature difference between urban areas
and their rural surroundings. The temperature differential causes air currents and
dust, and even contributes to violent weather events within urban settings.
Green roof vegetation helps by cooling the air, slowing air movement and acting
as a substrate for pollution to settle out and detoxify.

Junk
Plastic
Parts

Noise Reduction
Plants, soil, and air trapped in the soil are great acoustic insulators. Tests indicate
that green roofs can reduce indoor sound by as much as 40 decibels, which is
of great benefit to occupants of buildings affected by airports, industry, trains
and traffic.

Fire Prevention

Regrind
plastic
bits

Succulent green roof plants help reduce the risk of fire.

Water Conservation/Reduction of Storm Water Runoff
The soil in green roof systems acts like a sponge and absorbs excess rain water.
Research has shown that extensive green roof systems can reduce runoff by
up to 90+% annually (varies with climate, soil and pitch of roof). Green roofs
reduce the impact of each new building on the municipal storm drainage system
and surrounding watershed. Green roofs reduce flooding, erosion, and artificial
heating of water which helps preserve fisheries and other aquatic life.
Green roofs reduce the need for on-site storm water management systems and
according to Seattle based Magnusson Klemencic Associates, under certain
conditions, can offset the cost of a green roof by 30 to 60%. When combined
with an effective rain garden (bioswale), green roofs can make it possible to have
zero discharge of rainwater from the site, therefore saving money by not having to
connect to the storm sewer system.

LiveRoof®
Modules

Fully Vegetated

Green roofs filter water prior to returning it to the aquifer. They buffer acid rain
and remove nitrates and other contaminants as water slowly percolates through the
soil. What runoff remains will usually occur hours after peak flows, providing additional
time for sewer systems to handle the runoff burden from impervious surfaces.

Habitat Recreation
Plants and soil help recreate habitat for butterflies, insects, and songbirds.
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Health Benefits
Psychological and Physical
Green roofs, in addition to other landscaped areas, are
associated with a number of important health benefits.
Psychologists have come to think of greenery as a safety
valve, providing respite from the tension brought on by the
constructed environment. Not surprisingly, they have found
that even brief exposure to natural settings is mentally and
physically restorative as evidenced by an increased sense of
health and well-being, decreased irritability and aggression,
an increased desire to walk and exercise, and a greater
propensity to interact with others in a friendly manner.
Researchers have also found that natural views lead to greater
concentration and productivity and reduced workplace
absenteeism. Physical reactions to natural views are equally
remarkable and bring about lower blood pressure, lower heart
rate, and for hospital patients, shorter post-operative stays
and the need for fewer pain relieving drugs.

Mood and Perception
There is a health benefit to the actual colors and fragrances of
the plants as well. All plants, including LiveRoof® plants, have
been proven to affect feelings. For example, colors such as
red, orange and yellow tend to evoke feelings of warmth and
comfort. A palette of pastels tends to create a calming sense,
and blue, purple and green are know to be both calming and
refreshing. Conversely, sweeps of strongly contrasting colors
stimulate energy and feelings of excitement.

Energy Conservation
The evapotranspirative effect of the plants and four inches
of growing medium typically reduces indoor temperatures
6 to 8 degrees during warm/hot weather and can reduce
air-conditioning costs 25 to 50 percent in single story
buildings. This not only allows for ongoing cost savings
but an initial reduction in the size of the required air
conditioning equipment.
Minimal insulation (R-Value of appx.1.9) exists during the
winter season. The pore space of the growing medium tends
to be more water saturated at this time, and the plants won’t
be as large and therefore will not trap as much air (essential to
insulation value). But, in snowy winter locations, the vegetation
helps to trap blowing snow which adds insulation value.

Political Correctness
With an emphasis on recycled components, energy
conservation, sustainability and reduced environmental
impact (from development), green roofs score points with
city planners, communities, and tenants. This is oftentimes
rewarded with zoning that allows for more intensive site
development. Green roofs also bring about higher selling
and rental prices.

Conservation of Municipal Septic Systems
Sponging up excess rainwater means municipal septic
systems do not have to be expanded as much. It also means
reduced overflows as well as accompanying pollution and
associated costs.

Financial Benefits
Extension of Roof Life
Plants and soil act as a protective shield from the elements.
This means:
•

No U.V. radiation/photo degradation of underlying
roofing components.

•

Minimal thermal contraction and expansion (green
roofs can reduce temperature fluctuations by as
much as 90%). Studies show that on a sunny 95°F
day, conventional roof surfaces can reach 175°F.
Green roofs bring these temperatures in line with the
ambient air temperature.

•

Protection from drying winds.

•

Protection from mechanical damage.

•

Reduction or elimination of cracks and leaks.

•

Potential 200% - 300% extension of membrane
life expectancy.

Even a 15-minute cloudburst can result in substantial
contamination of lakes and streams.
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LiveRoof and LEED Credits
Leadership in Energy & Environmental Design (LEED®) is the green building rating
system developed by the United States Green Building Council (USGBC). The
LEED system’s intent is to provide a standard certification process that registers
and quantifies buildings for design and construction methods that promote key
areas of human and environmental health.
LiveRoof systems can influence several credits, including sustainable sites,
water efficiency, energy and atmosphere, materials and resources and indoor
environmental quality. For LEED Submittal documentation, please contact your
local LiveRoof representative (see inside back cover).
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System Specifications

MODULE SIZE LiveRoof Standard: 1' x 2' x 3 1/4" (soil height

approximately 4 1/4") Soil fills soil elevator, plants and soil
obscure module edges.
LiveRoof Lite: 1' x 2' x 1 7/8" (soil height +/- 2 1/2")
LiveRoof Deep: 1' x 2' x 3 1/4" (soil height +/- 6")
LiveRoof MAXX: 1' x 1' x 3 1/4" (soil height +/- 8")

MODULE WEIGHT Standard and Deep: 14 oz./sq. ft..
Lite: 10.5 oz./sq. ft..
MAXX: 14 oz./sq. ft..

MATERIAL 100% recycled polypropylene (avg. 10% post-consumer,

90% post-industrial)
100 mil. thick walls. No VOC content, extraction distance
from manufacturer Lansing, Michigan
100 miles. Location of manufacturing 14 miles
from distribution.

WATER DISPERSAL Approx. 10.0 gal. per min. per lineal foot.

Hi-Flow option available with standard and
deep module.

MODULE COLOR Black or gray.
WEIGHT VEGETATED LiveRoof Standard: approx. 27-29 lbs./sq. ft.
(fully saturated) LiveRoof Lite: approx. 15-17 lbs./sq.ft.
LiveRoof Deep: approx. 40-50 lbs./sq. ft.
LiveRoof Max: approx. 60-65 lbs./sq. ft.

DRAINAGE Positive drain holes, at lowest point in module.
SOIL MEDIA Proprietary LiveRoof specified engineered soil, based

upon German FLL granulometric specifications, 94+%
by dry weight inorganic content for minimal shrinkage/
decomposition. (92% in British Columbia). Dry weight approx.
60-65 lbs/cu.ft. No V.O.C.; compliant with TACO standards
specifications. May vary somewhat with local grower.

ACCEPTABLE PROTECTIVE Modules to be placed directly upon heavy duty (HDPE,
UNDERLYING MATERIALS Polypropylene, TPO, EPDM or recyclable PVC) slip sheet/

root barrier of 40-60 mil. thickness with effectively bonded
seams. This is placed as an additional protective barrier
above roof waterproofing membrane and extended 3
inches vertically along parapet to ward against edge
abrasion. This may also be glued to parapet if manufacturer
approves. Confirm suitability of waterproofing membrane
with manufacturer. Alternatively low profile drain boards
work well and manufacturers of cold fluid applied reinforced
urethane membranes typically warrant their systems for use
in conjunction with the LiveRoof system.
®

IRRIGATION SYSTEM Recommended for backup during prolonged hot dry

windy weather patterns. Considered mandatory in warm/
hot climates. Simple overhead system is inexpensive and
effective insurance. Irrigation requirements are dependent
on plant selection, climate and roof design. If LiveRoof Lite
module is used, irrigation will be essential.

Entire 3-part
Specification
and warranty
available on
LiveRoof.com
website.
Go to
homepage,
click on
Specifications
Tab – Use
Spec Writer

EDGE TREATMENTS Coengineered

aluminium edging with adequate
drain perforations recommended. Any edging should allow
for adequate drainage (extending to the bottom of the
edging) with sidewalls tall enough to completely cover the
modules and contain the soil.

PAVERS Coengineered LiveRoof Roofstone® recommended.
PLANTS Consult grower in your region, for specific
recommendations.

CONVEYANCE METHOD Prevegetated modules to be delivered by
62
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Guaranteed
In addition to LiveRoof® LLC's industry leading
50 year module warranty, LiveRoof can provide
an overburden waranty at an additional cost and
most LiveRoof Growers offer an extendable plant
warranty. The LiveRoof system is also compatible
with the waterproofing system warranties of major
waterproofing manufacturers and in some cases, full
system single source warranties are offered by certain
waterproofing system manufacturers.
Most importantly, LiveRoof, LLC will always try to
convey to you what it is that you should know, rather
than what you want to hear. LiveRoof green roofs
are extremely low maintenance, but no green roof
requires “no maintenance”. Therefore, all warranties
are subject to proper care through the consistent
execution of the LiveRoof Standard Maintenance
Protocol. This is easy, and we are pleased to instruct
you at your location.

For full warranty and disclaimers see
LiveRoof.com

"My father has been in the roofing business for over 40 years. He
started our family’s company more than 30 years ago. I cannot
overstate how important our reputation is to us. To safeguard it,
we do business with professionals we respect and trust. When it
comes to green roofs, for us that’s LiveRoof.”
Troy Wormley
Director of Field Operations
W.B.R. Roofing Company, Inc.
Mundelein, IL
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Value and Quality
It may be possible to pay less for a plug planted or sod covered green roof, or
for a built in place green roof, but you really do get what you pay for. LiveRoof
is expected to last 50+ years and to consistently bring the most desirable
"lifecycle" cost.
 LiveRoof arrives fully grown.
 Typically grown from cuttings rather than plugs.
 Success is a given.
 Erosion does not occur.
 Annual maintenance costs are very low compared to other
systems. The cumulative benefit over 50+ years is tremendous.
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Warranty & Disclaimer

LiveRoof, LLC Disclaimer/Limitation of
Remedies and Liability LiveRoof® Hybrid
Modular Green Roof System
This disclaimer/limitation of remedies and liability applies to all
LiveRoof® modules manufactured and sold by LiveRoof, LLC
under the name LiveRoof®. No person representing or purporting
to represent LiveRoof, LLC shall be entitled to waive or vary the
terms set forth herein, and any attempt to do so shall be void and
of no effect.

Warranty
The LiveRoof® module is warranted against material defects
and photo degradation for 50 years from the date of installation,
provided the system is surrounded by edging, ballast, pavers
or parapet.

Suitability/Particular Applications
Because LiveRoof, LLC does not have control over each particular
application of its products, LiveRoof® makes no warranties
express or implied related to the fitness of LiveRoof®
products for particular applications and or purposes. It is
the responsibility of the user to determine whether the product is
suited to a particular purpose or application, and LiveRoof, LLC
recommends consultation with a competent architect or engineer
to determine if the LiveRoof® system is suitable for a particular
application including but not limited to roof slope, drainage, wind
uplift, underlying membranes, parapet design, and parapet load
(weight) bearing potential.
LiveRoof LLC makes no warranty that products installed by
LiveRoof certified installers have been installed properly or in
accordance with LiveRoof Standardized installation procedures.
Any warranties for product installation and related work,
are available solely from the actual installer. Only approved
licensees of LiveRoof LLC are authorized to sell or install
the LiveRoof System.
Green roofs typically keep roofing membranes wetter than traditional
roofs. This is an important consideration when determining what
type of membrane and bonding agent/method to use. The choice
of waterproofing system (membrane or otherwise) and bonding
method should be preapproved with the manufacturer to ensure
that it is suited for use in conjunction with the LiveRoof® system.
Most manufacturers have indicated that their warranties will remain
effective when the LiveRoof® system is used in conjunction with
the manufacturer’s approved slip sheet/root barrier. LiveRoof®
accepts no liability for any issue related to waterproofing systems,
slip sheets, or bonding methods. The waterproofing system
manufacturer should always be consulted before applying any type
of green roof system.

Limitation of Remedies and Liability
If the product is defective, the exclusive remedy, at LiveRoof,
LLC’s option, shall be to refund the purchase price of the affected
LiveRoof modules (exclusive of soil and plant material) or timely
repair or replacement of affected modules (exclusive of soil, plants
or installation.) LiveRoof, LLC shall not otherwise be liable for
any loss or damages, whether direct, indirect, special, incidental,
punitive, or consequential, regardless of the legal theory asserted,
including negligence, warranty, or strict liability. If LiveRoof, LLC
shall elect to repair or replace the defective Product, or refund the
purchase price, of the module exclusive of soil and plants such
election shall not be deemed an admission of liability. Any lawsuit or
legal action against LiveRoof, LLC with regard to product must be
brought in Ottawa County, Michigan, and Michigan law shall apply
to all proceedings.

Grades and Standards
The LiveRoof® system is intended to be delivered in a vegetated
condition of approximately 95% coverage. The plants are intended
to be of an assortment that is hardy, durable, long-lived and
sustainable for the local climate (as advised by your experienced
local LiveRoof® grower). Any arrangement for vegetation with
a lesser degree of coverage or plant material other than plants
recommended by experienced professional growers may result
in suboptimal performance, increased maintenance, and is at the
discretion of the system owner.
Similarly, the LiveRoof® system is intended to be supplied with
LiveRoof® engineered soil, in accord with established LiveRoof® and
German FLL soil granulometric specifications. Significant deviation
from such specifications may result in suboptimal performance, and
resultant performance is solely at the discretion and responsibility
of the system owner. LiveRoof reserves the right to modify soil
formulation and adapt it regionally based upon climate, codes, and
regionally available materials.

Plant Warranty
Given that plants are living, breathing organisms, plant warranties
are typically offered by the maintenance provider not the LiveRoof
grower or LiveRoof, LLC. By providing consistent high quality
care; keeping the drains clean, and preventing weed infiltration,
the maintenance provider can reduce or eliminate the chance of a
warranty claim. He has a vested interest in the ongoing condition
of the plant material. LiveRoof, LLC provides the specification for
care of the LiveRoof system, and LiveRoof growers are available as
an ongoing resource. But the maintenance contractor is in the best
position to warrant the plants.
Any plant warranty from the grower will vary from grower to grower
(independent of LiveRoof, LLC). Typically plant warranties from
growers are associated with additional charges and the adherence
to and documentation of specific maintenance practices.
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National Affiliations:
• American Institute of Architects
• American Society of Landscape Architects                          
• Association of Licensed Architects
• US Green Building Council
• Green Roofs for Healthy Cities
• National Roofing Contractors Association
• Roofing Consultants Institute, Inc.
• Canadian Green Building Council
• Chamber of Commerce
• International Council of Shopping Centers

Address change? Or care to be
removed from mailing list?
Please email sales@liveroof.com or
call 800-875-1392.
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Supplier Network

Please call your local grower for a hands-on demonstration, pricing and specific plant recommendations.
Buy Direct from LiveRoof, LLC in Michigan, Indiana, Illinois and southern Wisconsin.
Visit www.LiveRoof.com/representatives for a current listing.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

12. LiveRoof® LLC
Eagle Lake Turf Farms Ltd.
MI & parts of IL, IN & WI
Alberta
Mike Selleck, John Scholten,
Nathan Gill, (403) 262-5600
John Aleck, Rich Dix, or
sustainable@eaglelakelandscape.com
Jon Olson
9. LiveRoof Texas, LLC
(800) 875-1392
GreenFeathers Living Roof
Texas
sales@liveroof.com
Plants and Systems
Derek Pendrey
Oregon
derek@jossgrowers.com
13. Southeast Green Roofs, LLC
Naomi Morgan, (503) 357-2904
(512) 639-2323
TN, KY & Southern IN
naomi@greenfeathers.info
Steve Roberson
Andy Sudbrock, (615) 799-8719
steve@jossgrowers.com
andy@southeastgreenroofs.com
Native Sons
(512) 757-1484
Northern California
14. LiveRoof Ontario, Inc.
Katherine Lewis, (805) 434-8544 10. Bachmans Inc.
Kees Govers
klewis@nativeson.com
MN and parts of ND, SD & WI
(519) 671-5777
Lane Rutherford
kees@liveroofontario.ca
Florasource
		
(651) 463-6479
Southern California
15. Corso’s Perennials
(800) 525-6641
Tom Hawkins, (949) 498-1131
OH and parts of PA & WV
liveroof@bachmans.com
liveroof@florasourceltd.com
Dan Cartell, (216) 408-9611
11. Roof Top Sedums, LLC
Gus Corso,
Hawaiian Sunshine
IA & parts of IL, KS, NE, & MO
(888) 816-8608 x219
Nursery
Teresa Nelson, (563) 676-9775
liveroof@corsosperennials.com
Hawaii
Roxanne Nagel, (563) 505-7032
David Fell
info@rooftopsedums.com
16. Riverbend Nursery
(808) 896-5899
DC, NC, VA & parts of MD, WV
david@hawaiinursery.com
Kelly Connoley-Phillips
(800) 638-3362
Intermountain Roofscape
liveroof@riverbendnursery.com
Supply
MT, ID, CO & WY
Charissa Wagner,
(406) 287-2268
liveroofmontana@yahoo.com
N.A.T.S. Nursery Ltd.
British Columbia
Grant Sauer
(604) 530-9300
liveroof@natsnursery.com

8.

High Mountain Nursery
Utah & Nevada
Mike Marshall
(801) 750-4010
Jim Webster
(801) 949-7291
LiveRoofUtah@comcast.net

1

17. Creek Hill Nursery
DE, MD, PA & parts of NJ
Paul Cook, (717) 723-0855
paul@creekhillnursery.com
18. Prides Corner Farms
Wholesale Nursery
CT, ME, NH, VT, MA, RI &
Eastern NY
Jim Costello
(800) 437-5168
NY- Kris Barker
(860) 334-8879
MA- Ben Lucas
(860) 710-8512
liveroof@pridescorner.com
19. LiveRoof Quebec
Quebec
Martin Marion, (450) 589-5423
martin.marion@liveroofquebec.ca
20. James Green Roofs
Georgia
Robby Jourdan
rjourdan@jamesgreenroofs.com
(770) 765-6817

8
19

2

6
10

INTERNATIONAL INQUIRIES
PlantedRoof.com
Dana McIntyre, +1 (978) 922-2015
Cell +1 (978) 430-2101
international@liveroof.com
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Buy direct from
LiveRoof in
shaded region
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